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Preface
This thesis presents a selection of the research carried out during my
Ph.D. study at the Networks Competence Area, DTU Fotonik, Technical
University of Denmark, in the period from January 2005 to April 2008.
This Ph.D. study is carried out as a so-called Innovations Ph.D.,
where potential commercialization aspects of the concepts worked with
during the Ph.D. study are reviewed in addition to technical research
work. The innovative part of the Ph.D. study was documented in two
conﬁdential reports, and approved by the DTU Innovation Committee
in 2006 and 2007, respectively. According to the study directives for
Innovation Ph.D. studies, the Ph.D. degree shall be awarded based on
technical research work, as presented in this thesis.
The thesis is entitled "Dynamic Protection of Optical Networks" and
the presented methods aim at increasing network survivability in a dy-
namic network environment.
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Abstract
This thesis deals with making optical networks resilient to failures. The
recovery performance of path, segment and span restoration is evaluated
in a network with limited wavelength conversion capability using both
standard and enhanced wavelength assignment schemes. The enhanced
wavelength assignment scheme is based on the Suggested Vector (SV),
which is a Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) compli-
ant signalling extension aiming at wavelength conversion minimization.
To increase the recovery percentage, two modiﬁcations of the sig-
nalling session are proposed and evaluated through simulation. By re-
solving wavelength contention, the blocking reduction scheme reduces the
number of necessary recovery retries and thereby the restoration time and
control plane load. The stub-awareness schemes avoids wavelength con-
versions when merging the restoration segment to the connection stubs at
the failure adjacent nodes. Both modiﬁcations have a positive inﬂuence
on the recovery percentage. The recovery enhancements are applicable
in both single and multi-domain network environments.
Stub release, where the still working parts of a failure aﬀected con-
nection are released prior to recovery initiation, has shown to increase
the recovery percentage. If the lack of span resources limits success-
ful connection recovery, both span and node resources (i.e., Wavelength
Converters (WCs)) should be released, while it is suﬃcient to release the
WCs if they are the limiting factor.
The eﬀect of the modularity of capacity units is investigated for re-
silient network design. Diﬀerent span upgrading strategies and algo-
rithms for ﬁnding restoration paths are evaluated. Furthermore, the
capacity eﬃciency of constraining restoration requests for the same des-
tination node to the same restoration path is evaluated.
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Resumé
Denne afhandling behandler metoder, hvormed optiske netværk kan gøres
modstandsdygtige over for fejl. Betydningen af "path", "segment" og
"span" restoration evalueres i et netværk med begrænsede muligheder
for bølgelængdekonvertering, ved brug af en almindelig såvel som en
forbedret metode for tildeling af bølgelængder. Metoden for forbedret
tildeling af bølgelængder er baseret på "Suggested Vector" som er et
GMPLS-kompatibel signaleringsobjekt, som kan minimere brugen af bøl-
gelængdekonvertering.
For at øge fejlretningseﬀektiviteten opstilles to modiﬁcerede signa-
leringsmodeller, som dernæst evalueres ved simulering. "Blocking re-
duction" metoden benyttes som en løsning på problemet med konkur-
rerende bølgelængder og reducerer dermed antallet af genopretnings-
forsøg, hvilket medfører hurtigere genoprettelse og mindre belastning
af kontrolsystemet. "Stub-awareness" metoden tilrettelægger brugen
af bølgelængder på backup-ruten, således at unødvendig bølgelængde-
konvertering i knudepunkterne nærmest fejlen undgås. Begge metoder
forbedrer endvidere genoprettelsesprocenten. De beskrevne metoder kan
anvendes i såvel enkelt som multi-domæne netværk.
Genoprettelseseﬀektiviteten kan yderligere forbedres, hvis de fun-
gerende dele af en ellers fejlende forbindelse frigives inden genopret-
ningsforsøget påbegyndes. Denne proces kaldes "stub release". Hvis
mangel på båndbredde hæmmer genoprettelsen, bør både båndbredde
og tilhørende knudepunktsressourcer (f. eks. bølgelængdekonvertere)
frigives. Ligger begrænsningen derimod i knudepunkterne, er det oftest
tilstrækkeligt blot at frigive knudepunktsressourcerne.
Eﬀekten af en modulær kapacitetsopbygning undersøges med henblik
på at minimere den totale båndbredde i et pålideligt designet netværk.
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vi Resumé
Forskellige kapacitetsopgraderingsstrategier og algoritmer til fastlæggelse
af backup-ruter evalueres. Desuden undersøges kapacitetseﬀektiviteten
når samtlige forbindelser til en given destination fastlåses til samme
backup-rute.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Our society is increasingly relying on functional communication services.
A wide range of services that we use in our everyday life, such as tele-
phone services, Internet browsing, emails, emergency services, business-
critical applications, web-banking and lately Voice-over-IP and IP-TV,
require functional communication networks. Hence, we require that these
services are always available when we want to use them.
Unfortunately, communication networks are aﬀected by many types
of errors, both errors occurring within the network and through external
impacts. Failures are typically caused by construction workers digging
up cables, software errors and misconﬁgurations, hardware faults, power
losses or natural disasters. Even with greatest precaution failures cannot
be avoided. The failure situations should therefore be anticipated already
when deciding how the network is designed and controlled. The goal of
network survivability is to minimize impact of the failures, aiming at the
customers not even noticing that a failure occurred.
Despite recent progressions within the ﬁelds of network control and
data transmission, there are still several open questions on how the latest
technologies can be applied for the beneﬁt of network survivability. This
Ph.D. thesis addresses the challenge of making optical communication
networks resilient to failures. The main focus is on dynamic protection,
also called restoration, which ensures ﬂexibility and adaptability to a
variety of failure scenarios. In the thesis, several methods for enhancing
1
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2 Introduction
network survivability are presented, covering network operation, design
and eﬃcient span and node resource usage. The presented methods aim
at providing high network survivability while keeping the complexity low.
1.2 Structure of Thesis
This Ph.D. study resulted in 19 peer-reviewed journal and conference
contributions [119]. 5 additional contributions are currently under re-
view [2024]. The publications are within the ﬁelds of network surviv-
ability, automated connection provisioning, inter-domain routing issues,
optical burst switching and optical packet switching. The main focus of
this Ph.D. project is on network survivability and therefore, only publi-
cations relevant to this ﬁeld are presented in the main part of this thesis.
Some of the network survivability studies stem upon network provision-
ing concepts, and therefore a summary of these studies is given in the
appendix.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 gives
an introduction to optical networking concepts, connection switching
and control, and network survivability. In chapter 3, three restoration
methods are evaluated in a network with limited wavelength conversion
capability. Chapter 4 presents signaling-based recovery enhancements
in both single and multi-domain environments. The concept of stub re-
lease is evaluated in chapter 5, where the cases of releasing both node and
span resources, and exclusively releasing node resources are investigated.
Chapter 6 presents network design with modular capacity and also eval-
uates the capacity usage of bundled recovery requests. Conclusions and
outlooks for the work presented in this thesis are given in Chapter 7.
In Appendix A, the OPNET model used for the connection provi-
sioning and recovery studies is shown. Appendix B summarizes work on
network provisioning, such as diﬀerent wavelength assignment schemes,
converter placement heuristics, bidirectional lightpath provisioning and
benchmarking of Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) schemes.
1.3 Sections Based on Publications
Some of the text presented here was written speciﬁcally for this thesis,
while the research part is mainly based on publications. This section
i
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1.3 Sections Based on Publications 3
describes which parts of this thesis are based on research papers and ta-
ble 1.1 maps the thesis sections and appendices to the respective research
papers. A detailed description of my contribution to the individual pa-
pers can be found in Appendix C.
Section Paper Author number
3 Based on [1] First
4.2 Based on [11] Second
4.3 Combination of [5] and [15] First, First
4.4 Based on [5] First
5.2 Based on [10] First
5.3 Based on [3] First
6.2 Based on [19] First
6.3 Based on [18] Second
A Based on [12] First
B.2 Summary of [9] and [16] Third, Third
B.3 Summary of [21] Second
B.4 Summary of [22] Third
B.5 Summary of [20] Second
Table 1.1: Sections of thesis based on research papers.
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Chapter 2
Optical Networking
Background
2.1 Introduction
Optical networks have been developed as the solution to accommodate
the high bandwidth demands of our information society. Traditionally,
optical networks have been controlled in a centralized structure with
manual interaction. This approach is however ineﬃcient with a dynamic
traﬃc pattern, which creates the need for distributed and highly ﬂexible
control mechanisms, where the network can be self-controlling by auto-
matically setting up, tearing down and recovering connections when re-
quired. According to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
an optical network can be modelled as a transport plane1, a control plane
and a management plane [25], shown in ﬁgure 2.1. The transport plane
refers to the logic and hardware responsible for the physical transfer of
data. The control plane covers the infrastructure and distributed intelli-
gence that controls the establishment and recovery of connections in the
network. The management plane encompasses systems, interfaces and
protocols used to manage the network and its services [26].
During the past years, signiﬁcant development of both the control
plane and data plane has occurred. Generalized Multi-Protocol La-
bel Switching (GMPLS) [27], Automatically Switched Optical Networks
1The transport plane is also called the data plane.
5
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6 Optical Networking Background
Data/Transport Network
Network Control NetworkManagement
Figure 2.1: Data, control and management plane.
(ASON) [28], and the User-Network Interface (UNI) [29]/Network-to-
Network Interface (NNI) [30] speciﬁcations are emerging as promising
candidates to dynamically control optical networks. Considerable devel-
opment also occurs within the data plane. Reconﬁgurable Optical Add-
Drop Multiplexers (ROADMs) and Optical Cross-Connectss (OXCs),
having true optical cores allowing rearrangeability between ports [31]
and possibly change of wavelength, have recently been accepted as viable
solutions by the industry. These components represent a new generation
of optical network elements seeking to gradually realize the all-optical
network vision hitherto mostly considered in academia.
The interaction of the control and data plane is discussed in this the-
sis with the main focus of increasing network survivability. This chapter
provides some background information on the technologies and mecha-
nisms that are used in the remaining chapters. Section 2.2 introduces
data plane technologies. Section 2.3 describes how an optical network
can be controlled and discusses standardization eﬀorts. In section 2.4, a
brief introduction to network management is given. Section 2.5 presents
the requirements for successful connection recovery and gives an overview
of survivability methods for various network topologies. Section 2.6 sum-
marizes the concepts presented in this chapter.
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2.2 Data Plane Technologies
In this section, connection switching is described with particular focus
on how to convert between diﬀerent wavelengths. Furthermore, diﬀerent
network topologies are presented.
2.2.1 Switching and Wavelength Conversion
In an optical network, each ﬁber can carry vast amounts of data. It
is however very unlikely that a single connection will ﬁll up the ﬁber.
Therefore, the transmission window of a ﬁber can be divided into dif-
ferent wavelengths (i.e., frequencies)2. These systems are called Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) systems. Each wavelength channel
can now be used to carry data independently.
At the network nodes, two options exist for switching the optical
signal. Either, the signal is ﬁrst converted to the electronic domain,
where it is processed, before it is converted back to the optical domain
and sent on. This type of switching is called opaque. The advantage of
this approach is that the signal can be monitored in the electrical domain
and it can be converted to a diﬀerent wavelength. The conversion to
the electrical domain however introduces additional delay and cost [33].
To overcome these drawbacks and to simplify pass-through switching of
all wavelengths in a ﬁber, it is desirable to keep the signal within the
optical domain. This type of switching is called transparent. The fact
that conversion to the electrical domain is avoided however complicates
traﬃc monitoring, signal regeneration and wavelength conversion [34].
Wavelength conversion is an important capability of the switching
nodes, because being able to change wavelengths along the path signiﬁ-
cantly reduces the blocking probability [35,36]. Setting up a connection
in a WDM network traditionally required that the connection is allo-
cated to the same wavelength on its entire route (the so-called wave-
length continuity constraint). Emerging technologies, i.e., Wavelength
Converters (WCs), allow for the conversion between wavelengths, and
thereby allow setting up a lightpath even if it is impossible to reserve
the same wavelength on all hops of an envisaged path. An example of a
lightpath that would be blocked without wavelength conversion is shown
2Recent studies report 164 wavelength channels at 100 Gb/s over 2550 km [32].
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8 Optical Networking Background
Free Free FreeFree
Figure 2.2: Wavelength conversion used in lightpath setup. Free wavelengths are
denoted at each span. Color transitions in nodes indicate wavelength conversion.
in ﬁgure 2.2.
Wavelength Conversion Techniques
An ideal WC should be able to convert between the entire available
wavelength range, ensure fast setup to the chosen output wavelength,
should not impair the signal, and be simple and cheap to implement [35].
Wavelength conversion techniques can be classiﬁed into two types [33]:
• Opto-electronic wavelength conversion: the optical signal is ﬁrst
converted into an electronic signal, buﬀered, and then used to drive
the input of a tunable laser.
• All-optical wavelength conversion: the signal remains in the op-
tical domain. The implementation of WCs can be ﬁber-based or
semiconductor-based.
Implementation examples for both opto-electronic and all-optical wave-
length converters and a comparison of the diﬀerent methods can be found
in [33,35,37,38]. Some WCs may only allow conversion between a limited
range of wavelengths [39, 40], increasing the complexity of routing and
wavelength assignment [41, 42]. Despite recent progressions, wavelength
conversion is still a critical and expensive node capability.
Wavelength Convertible Node Architecture
Equipping switching nodes with WCs has a positive inﬂuence on the
blocking probability and the network utilization [9,16,33,37]. The ques-
tion is how the WCs should be integrated into the switching nodes.
In [3537], per-wavelength, per-ﬁber/port and per-node switch archi-
tectures are suggested. Figure 2.3(a) presents an architecture, where a
dedicated WC is used for every wavelength at every port. This approach
is simple, but also expensive because it is unlikely that every wavelength
i
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2.2 Data Plane Technologies 9
requires conversion at the same time. To save some WCs, the architec-
ture in ﬁgure 2.3(b) shares the WCs in a per-ﬁber/port pool. Only the
wavelengths that actually need conversion are routed through the WCs.
In ﬁgure 2.3(c), the WCs are shared in a per-node converter bank. Any of
the incoming wavelength from any ﬁber/port may access the converter
bank. Once the wavelengths are converted, the output switch directs
them to their respective output ﬁbers/ports.
The per-node converter bank allows wavelengths from all ﬁbers/ports
to use the provided WCs, hence giving the greatest ﬂexibility and poten-
tially lowest number of deployed converters. As for all shared architec-
tures, there is a tradeoﬀ between the number of WC in the pool and the
risk of blocking. Considering the current cost of converters, the potential
converter savings of a per-node converter pool architecture far outweighs
the added cost and complexity in the optical switches [37].
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Figure 2.3: Examples of wavelength convertible node architechtures. (a) per-
wavelength, (b) per-ﬁber/port, (c) per-node. Adapted from [3537]
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2.2 Data Plane Technologies 11
2.2.2 Network Topologies
The structure in which the cables and nodes within an optical network
are interconnected is referred to as a network topology. The most com-
mon topologies [33] are illustrated in ﬁgure 2.4 and described below:
Linear / point-to-point Ring Mesh
Figure 2.4: Linear/point-to-point, ring and mesh topology.
• Linear/point-to-point: the simplest topology to provide connectiv-
ity between two nodes. Currently point-to-point is still the most
used topology for the application of WDM networks3. This simple
topology is the building block of more advanced topologies.
• Ring: an eﬃcient way of interconnecting a group of nodes, because
it reduces the ﬁber usage compared to point-to-point.
• Mesh: can be seen as a combination of the ring and the point-to-
point topologies. The greatest advantage of the mesh topology is
its ﬂexibility, both when provisioning and protecting connections.
Core networks are moving from ring to mesh topologies, because a
mesh network is cheaper in terms of ﬁbers, network cards, switches,
etc., than if advanced services and protection should be provided
in simpler topologies [45].
How to ensure survivability in diﬀerent network topologies is ex-
plained in sections 2.5.6 - 2.5.8.
3This knowledge is obtained by an interview series related to network design,
architecture and survivability covering Danish, European and US network operators,
which was carried out in the innovation part of my Ph.D. study [43,44].
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12 Optical Networking Background
2.3 Network Control Plane
2.3.1 Control Plane Functions
The control plane is responsible for the following functions [26], which
are illustrated in ﬁgure 2.5:
• Neighbor discovery: allows a network element to automatically
discover its neighbors.
• Routing: covers (a) automatic topology and resource discovery
(i.e., propagation of connectivity and resource information); and
(b) path computation (i.e., identifying a suitable path using avail-
able topology and resource information).
• Signaling: speciﬁes the communication between control entities
used to establish and maintain connections.
• Local resource management: takes care of book-keeping and ad-
vertising of locally available resources.
All of these control plane functionalities must be operational to auto-
matically provision and recover a connection.
It is advantageous to separate the control plane from the data plane
to prevent that failures in one plane will not aﬀect the other. The control
plane and the data plane can be separated logically or physically (i.e.,
using separate networks).
2.3.2 Control Plane Standardization
To ensure that multi-vendor networks can operate together, the control
plane must be standardized. Diﬀerent organizations contribute to control
plane standardization:
• The ITU, which develops a framework for ASON.
• The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which develops a
framework for GMPLS.
• The Optical Internet Forum (OIF), which develops implementation
agreements such as the UNI and the NNI.
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Control Plane
Neighbor
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Figure 2.5: Control plane functions.
Several studies, such as [26, 4547], focus on the diﬀerence between
these control approaches, but it should be noted that they complement
each other [48], since ASON can reference the protocol speciﬁcations of
the GMPLS protocol suite [47]. The three standardization approaches
are described in the following sections.
2.3.3 ASON
ASON [28] is developed by the ITU and is therefore inspired by concepts
used in telecommunication transport networks, with well deﬁned inter-
faces between clients and servers [26]. The goal of ASON is to improve
the complex process of provisioning end-to-end transport services [46] by
creating a complete deﬁnition of the dataplane, operation and manage-
ment for automatically switched transport networks [47]. ASON speciﬁes
a separate Data Communications Network (DCN) [49], which is used as
the control communication infrastructure between optical network ele-
ments. It also speciﬁes an architecture and requirements for routing [50],
a Distributed Connection Management (DCM) [51] using speciﬁc proto-
col mechanisms, and neighbor discovery [52]. ASON is not a protocol or a
protocol suite, but a reference architecture that deﬁnes the control plane
components and how they interact with each other. ASON is protocol
i
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14 Optical Networking Background
neutral but requires standardized protocols because it deﬁnes communi-
cation across multi-vendor networks, and any protocol that satisﬁes its
functionality requirements can be included into ASON.
2.3.4 GMPLS
GMPLS [27] is developed by the IETF and uses an IP-based control
plane. GMPLS is an extension of the Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) concept, which was developed to apply traﬃc engineering to
Internet Protocol (IP) networks [45]. In GMPLS, the label is generalized
to signify a timeslot, a wavelength or a ﬁber. GMPLS deﬁnes a set
of protocols and a framework covering how these protocols should be
applied together. The most used protocols within the protocol suite are:
• Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) with Traﬃc Engineering (TE)
extensions [53]: used for routing (i.e., resource information dissem-
ination, path computation).
• Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP) with TE extensions [54]:
used for signaling (i.e., connection provisioning and maintenance,
label assignment).
• Link Management Protocol (LMP) [55]: used for link management
(i.e., neighbor discovery, fault localization).
The recovery mechanisms presented in this thesis are based on GMPLS-
based recovery and hence more information on the protocols is given in
the relevant chapters.
2.3.5 UNI and NNI
The OIF speciﬁes the UNI [29] and NNI [30] based on needs of service
providers and equipment vendors. They have the following characteris-
tics [26]:
• UNI: deﬁnes the interface between the client and the network, and
is used by the client to request a service from the network.
• NNI: deﬁnes the interface between diﬀerent network domains. The
NNI is further split into an External Network-to-Network Interface
i
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2.4 Network Management Plane 15
(E-NNI) and an Internal Network-to-Network Interface (I-NNI) de-
pending on whether the NNI is located between or within admin-
istrative domains, respectively.
The OIF also aims a bringing the concepts of ASON and GMPLS
together and mediates between the respective standardization bodies [26,
56].
2.4 Network Management Plane
The network management plane performs management functions for a
network and coordinates functions of the data plane, control and it-
self [25]. The management plane is furthermore used to manage individ-
ual network devices [57].
Examples of protocols processed in the management plane are Simple
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and Telnet [57].
Since this thesis focusses on the dynamic processes in the control
plane to ensure survivability in the data plane, the reader is referred
to [58] for further information on the management plane.
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16 Optical Networking Background
2.5 Network Survivability
2.5.1 Failure Types
In an ideal world, communication services that have once been setup
would continue running until they are no longer needed. Unfortunately,
in real life networks failures do occur, and measures must be taken to en-
sure the continuation of communication services even when the network
experiences failures. The traﬃc in a network can be aﬀected by many
kinds of failures, such as:
• Cable cuts
• Power failures
• Software bugs
• Hardware faults
• Fire
• Natural disasters
• Human errors
Cable cuts due to construction work cause the most signiﬁcant num-
ber of network failures [33, 59]. But no matter the cause of the failure,
the goal is the same: Communication networks must be able to survive
faults - they must be resilient. A multitude of resilience mechanisms have
been developed, and a selection of them is described in this chapter.
2.5.2 Basic Requirements
Some general requirements must be fulﬁlled to make a network resilient.
The ﬁrst requirement is dual homing, which requires that every node in
the network must be connected to the rest of the network by at least
two spans. Else a single cable cut would separate the node from the
rest of the network. The dual homing concept is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.6.
There, if the span connecting the left-most node fails, the network is
partitioned, whereas another span can be used in the dual homing case.
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Without dual homing With dual homing
Figure 2.6: Dual homing example.
The second requirement does not allow the working4 and backup
paths to share the same physical route, i.e., they must be disjoint, else a
single failure could take both the working path and the backup path out
of operation. The two paths can either be span disjoint, meaning that
they may not traverse any common spans; or they can be node disjoint
where they may not visit the same nodes. An example of span and node
disjointness is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.7. Disjointness can be ensured by
categorizing network elements into Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLGs),
which deﬁne fate sharing, which means that a single failure can result
in the failure of all elements within the same SRLG. By taking SRLGs
into account in the route calculation, a working and a and backup path
that cannot be aﬀected by the same single failure, can be chosen.
Working and backup path
share same span
Span disjoint paths Node disjoint paths
Figure 2.7: Span and node disjointness.
Availability of a network element is used to describe the probability
that it is operational at some point in time [45]. The availability A is
4The working path is also called the primary path.
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18 Optical Networking Background
calculated according to equation 2.1, where MTTR denotes the mean
time to repair and MTBF the mean time between failures of a network
element.
A = 1− MTTR
MTBF
(2.1)
The availability of a network can be calculated according to equa-
tion 2.2, provided that independence of failures is assumed [45]. ANetwork
is the network availability and A1...An are the availabilities of each of
the network elements.
ANetwork = A1 ·A2 · ... ·An (2.2)
Decreasing the failure occurrence (i.e., MTBF ) has a direct eﬀect
on the availability of a network and it is therefore desirable to minimize
it. This can be done by making some of the node equipment redundant,
e.g., the power supply, or by digging the cable deeper into the ground.
Despite these measures failures cannot be avoided completely and there-
fore it is necessary to anticipate them and provide a plan of action for
traﬃc recovery. This is achieved by so-called network recovery or re-
silience schemes, which operate at a network scale level. The basic idea
of network recovery is to divert traﬃc onto functioning backup paths in
case of a failure. As soon as a failure is detected, the recovery mechanism
automatically diverts the traﬃc that is aﬀected by the failure from the
working path to the backup path [60].
2.5.3 Criteria for Recovery Method Evaluation
With a many recovery methods to choose from, the question of which
one is better naturally emerges. To compare the methods, it is necessary
to have some common criteria. These criteria include:
• Recovery percentage
• Operational complexity
• Recovery speed
• Node resource usage (e.g., wavelength conversion)
i
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2.5 Network Survivability 19
• Capacity usage
The most common approach is to evaluate recovery methods under
a single span failure assumption. If a single node failure is assumed, it
can be treated as the failure of all spans connected to that node.
2.5.4 Fault Management
The ﬁrst step in successful connection recovery is to detect that there has
been a failure. It takes some time for the failure adjacent nodes to notice
a fault, identify exactly which component has failed, and notify the en-
tity responsible for fault management (e.g., the GMPLS control plane).
When a failure is suspected, the system moves to a hold-oﬀ state to make
sure that recovery is only initiated at persistent fault conditions, and also
to give techniques of other layers a chance to recover from the failure (see
section 2.5.12 for details). If the hold-oﬀ period expires and the failure
persists, its exact location must be determined to initiate proper recov-
ery actions, circumventing the failed element(s). It is possible that a
single failure causes several fault indications. Therefore, to decrease the
signaling overhead, the fault indications are correlated before they are
dispatched to the node that initiates the connection recovery. These
fault notiﬁcation messages can either be transmitted in the data plane
(e.g., as in Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) using the Remote De-
fect Indication (RDI) signal), or through the control plane (e.g., using
GMPLS RSVP-TE Notify messages) [45]. Once the fault notiﬁcation
message is received, the actual connection recovery is initiated.
2.5.5 Protection vs. Restoration
In the ﬁeld of network survivability the two terms protection and res-
toration are widely used. Although both methods are used to ensure
that the traﬃc is switched to a backup path in case of a failure, there is
a subtle diﬀerence between them, which is related to when the backup
resources are provisioned.
Protection refers to the situation where the backup path is provi-
sioned when the working path is set up. Everything is calculated before
the failure occurs: the route, which resources to use, and the switches are
conﬁgured. This means that when a failure occurs, the backup path is
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ready for the traﬃc, ensuring fast and guaranteed traﬃc recovery. The
main drawback of protection is its static nature due to the fact that
recovery paths are pre-planned. Therefore, protection can only recover
from failures that were anticipated (e.g., a single span failure); if some-
thing unforeseen happens the traﬃc cannot be recovered.
Restoration5 describes the situation where a spare capacity pool is
available in the network instead of pre-assigned backup capacity. In con-
trast to protection, a connection does not reserve spare capacity when
the primary path is provisioned. Only when a failure occurs, a suit-
able backup path is identiﬁed and the necessary resources are reserved.
Hence, a restoration scheme allows for more ﬂexibility than a protection
scheme when dealing with unexpected failures, because there is often
more than one possible restoration path. But since the search for a
restoration path only starts when a failure occurs, the recovery time
is longer for restoration than for protection. There exist several sub-
categories of restoration, depending on whether they contain an element
of pre-planning. In so-called pre-planned restoration [34] a set of recov-
ery paths are pre-calculated, but not provisioned until after the failure.
This is beneﬁcial for the recovery time if an anticipated failure occurs;
else path re-computation is required as well.6
Restoration is applied in mesh networks, where the high density al-
lows for several recovery path alternatives. Therefore, span, path and
segment protection (which are described in the following sections) also
exist in their respective restoration versions.
Protection and restoration can also be combined within the same
network, e.g., protection for the most important traﬃc and restoration
for other traﬃc. This can be used to provide diﬀerentiated resilience [61].
Furthermore, restoration can be applied in case protection cannot resolve
a given failure situation, e.g., a dual failure aﬀecting both the working
and backup path of a protected connection [60].
An overview of the most well-known protection methods is given in
the following sections. Further details on the recovery methods can be
found in [26,33,34,45,60].
5Restoration is also called dynamic protection.
6In this thesis, the term restoration only covers the truly dynamic recovery process
where both path computation and connection setup are carried out after a failure
occurs.
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2.5.6 Linear Protection
Linear protection refers to the situation where one span between two
nodes is aﬀected by a failure, the traﬃc is switched to another span.
Several sub-categories of linear protection exist:
1+1 Protection
In 1+1 protection, the traﬃc is sent on both the working and the protec-
tion path, as shown in ﬁgure 2.8. This means that the protection path
is always ready, and the method is therefore often referred to as hot-
standby. The receiving node decides which of the two signals to select
based on the signal quality or fault information. The advantage of the
1+1 scheme is that it is simple and has fast recovery times, but having
to carry a signal copy renders the method capacity ineﬃcient.
1:1 Protection
In 1:1 protection, the traﬃc is only sent on one of the paths at a time,
i.e., on the working path before a failure, as illustrated in ﬁgure 2.9. In
case of a failure, the traﬃc is switched from the working path to the
backup path at both the sending and the receiving node. During failure
free operation, the backup path may carry additional traﬃc, which is
preempted in case the capacity is needed for connection recovery. This
increases the capacity eﬃciency.
m:n Protection
To increase the capacity eﬃciency even further, a sharing scheme between
the working paths and backup paths can be applied. m:n indicates that
n protection paths are shared by m working paths. m:1 protection is
a special case of m:n protection, where one backup path is shared by
several working paths, which is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.10. The increased
capacity eﬃciency comes with a higher risk, because only n out ofm pos-
sible failures are repairable. Therefore, ﬁnding a suitable ratio between
m and n is essential.
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Working Path
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Figure 2.8: 1+1 protection.
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Figure 2.9: 1:1 protection.
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Figure 2.10: m:1 protection.
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2.5.7 Ring Protection
The ring protection scheme has been designed for SDH networks but can
be extended to WDM networks as well [33]. Many diﬀerent implementa-
tions exist, amongst them Unidirectional Path Switched Ring (UPSR),
2-ﬁber Bidirectional Line Switched Ring (BLSR) and 4-ﬁber BLSR. An
example of the 4-ﬁber BLSR is shown in ﬁgure 2.11, where a bidirectional
connection is in operation between node A and node B. In ﬁgure 2.11(a)
only the working ﬁbers between node A and node B are aﬀected by a
failure. Since the protection ﬁbers are intact between the two nodes
they can be used as backup. This concept is called span switching. In
ﬁgure 2.11(b), the failure aﬀects both the working and the protection
ﬁbers between the two nodes. In this case span switching is no longer
feasible and the traﬃc must be routed the other way around the ring to
get from A to B and vice-versa. This concept is called ring switching.
Ring protection schemes ensure fast and simple switching, but they are
not capacity eﬃcient [34,60].
A
B
C
D
Working fibers
Protection
fibers
A
B
C
D
Working fibers
Protection
fibers
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: 4-ﬁber BLSR with (a) Span switching and (b) Ring switching, based
on [33].
2.5.8 Mesh Protection
Recovery in mesh networks is the main focus of this thesis, therefore
special emphasis is given on the description of mesh protection meth-
ods. Figure 2.12 illustrates three diﬀerent recovery methods: span, path
and local-to-egress, which are described in this section. The pre-failure
connection paths are shown in ﬁgure 2.12(a).
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(a)
Failure free
operation
(d)
Local-to-
egress
protection
(b)
Span
protection
(c)
Path
protection
Figure 2.12: Recovery of a failure free connection (a), with (b) Span protection,
(c) Path protection and (d) Local-to-egress protection.
Span Protection
In span protection, the connection recovery is carried out between the
two failure adjacent nodes, as shown in ﬁgure 2.12(b). This means that
the failure is dealt with locally, without involving the end nodes of a
connection. The advantage of span protection is a short notiﬁcation
time, since the recovery is initiated by the same node that detects the
failure. The drawback of span protection is a longer backup path and a
large capacity requirement on the failure adjacent spans (i.e., the spans
connected to the failure adjacent nodes).
Path / End-to-End Protection
In path protection, each connection is recovered between its end-nodes,
as depicted in ﬁgure 2.12(c). In case of a failure, the end nodes of
each individual connection must be notiﬁed of the fault, causing a delay
before the traﬃc is switched to the backup path. The advantage of path
protection is its freedom in route choice since there is no requirement of
resuming the pre-failure path.
Local-to-egress Protection
Local-to-egress protection [62] (also called local backup dynamic protec-
tion [63]) is a special case of so-called segment protection. In segment
protection the recovery can be carried out between any two intermediate
nodes. Local-to-egress protection is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.12(d), where
the recovery is carried out between the upstream failure adjacent node
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and the destination node. Local-to-egress protection combines the ad-
vantages of span and path protection, such as short notiﬁcation time and
capacity eﬃciency due to freedom in the recovery route selection.
2.5.9 Combining Ring and Mesh Protection
In [34, 64], a new protection method with the aim of combining the ad-
vantages of ring and mesh protection is described. The method is called
p-cycles7, and promises to achieve ring-like speed with mesh-like eﬃ-
ciency. The main idea of a p-cycle is to pre-conﬁgure a ring (i.e., a cycle)
in a mesh network, where protection traﬃc is routed after a failure. The
advantage of a p-cycle compared to a normal ring is that a p-cycle not
only protects traﬃc that is on the ring, but also on spans that partition
the p-cycle. These spans are called straddling spans. Within the ﬁeld
of p-cycles, several studies for evaluating p-cycle eﬃciency and ﬁnding
suitable p-cycles exist. A good introduction to the p-cycle concept and
its diﬀerent research areas can be found in [34].
2.5.10 Reversion
Once the failure is repaired, the pre-failure routes are in principle oper-
ational again. Therefore it must be decided whether the traﬃc should
continue to run on the backup path, or whether it should be reverted
to the pre-failure paths. Often, the backup paths are less ideal than
the pre-failure paths (e.g., longer, more expensive, less reliable, etc.).
Furthermore, if shared protection schemes are used, the current traﬃc
conﬁguration may not be fully protected. Hence, reversion of the traf-
ﬁc can be executed to put the network back into its pre-failure state.
Reversion is closely related to protection and restoration operation, but
in contrast to connection recovery, which is a reaction to a failure, the
reversion operation can be planned and should cause minimal service
disruption [60].
2.5.11 Stub Release
When a single span failure occurs, only one span is taken out of opera-
tion, but several connections traversing that span are aﬀected. The fate
7The p stands for protection.
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Stubs
Figure 2.13: Concept of stub release. Green lines represent original connection and
dashed lines represent released capacity.
of the surviving parts of the aﬀected connections, i.e., the connection
stubs, must be decided before initiating recovery. From a control point
of view, the simplest option is to leave the connection stubs in place as
unused working capacity. This also makes reversion simple, because the
capacity is already in place, but it also gives a poor resource usage, be-
cause potentially available capacity is excluded from the spare capacity
pool. From a capacity point of view, it makes sense to release the sur-
viving upstream and downstream portions of a path, and use the freed
capacity as extra spare capacity. This concept is called stub release and
is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.13. Note that each failure allows for a release
of diﬀerent resources, and that stub release can be used with any resto-
ration method except span restoration, where the stubs are reused per
deﬁnition.
Even though the increased spare capacity pool obtained through stub
release may seem very tempting at a ﬁrst glance, there are several op-
erational issues that must be solved. The ﬁrst challenge is related to
the fact that the exact location of the failure, and thus implicitly the
surviving parts of the connection, must be known in order to notify the
nodes responsible for initiating stub release. The implementation is de-
pendent on how much intelligence is distributed at the individual nodes.
If we assume that the failure adjacent nodes see the failure quickly, for
example by monitoring each span using the LMP, they could initiate
stub release by issuing an Alarm Indication Signal (AIS), which would
indicate that the capacity is available to the spare capacity pool [34].
The failure detection, and hence appropriate stub release actions, be-
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comes more complicated when considering a group of transparent nodes,
which are only responsible for pass-through switching and therefore with-
out advanced control functions. This causes diﬃculties in pinpointing
the exact location of the failure, but proposals such as Optical-Electro-
Optical (OEO)-converting one wavelength at each node to be used as a
supervisory channel or using out-of-band pilot tones that provide signal
identiﬁcation and power level information for fault management [65,66],
exist. In the studies presented here, exact knowledge of the failure loca-
tion is assumed.
If we assume that a connection traversing a network experiences a
failure, and that it should be restored by using the path restoration
technique (i.e., recovery between end nodes), several constraints can be
considered for the usage of the spare capacity obtained through stub
release. From a capacity point of view, it would be sensible to allow
for the use of spare capacity (including the spare capacity gained from
stub release) on any span in the network. This unconditional reuse could
however result in a situation, where the restoration path of one connec-
tion occupies the stub release capacity of another connection, resulting
in a cross-entanglement [34]. Such a situation is illustrated in ﬁgure 2.14,
where the connection stubs are released and are now considered spare
capacity. The released capacity of the green connection is used for the
recovery (shown in dashed lines) of the blue connection; and vice versa
where the blue connection is recovered using the released capacity from
the green connection's working path. The resulting cross-entanglement
means that none of the connections can be reverted to their pre-failure
path without interrupting the other connection's restoration path.
Since cross-entanglement severely complicates the reversion process,
a variation termed stub reuse is described in [34], which allows a resto-
ration path to reuse parts of its own pre-failure path as a failure speciﬁc
response, but the capacity is not released into the spare capacity pool
as in stub release. At reversion, the reused path portions are left in
place while only parts that departed from the pre-failure path must be
switched back.
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Cross-
entanglement
 = Restoration path
 = Working path
Figure 2.14: Cross-entanglement example.
2.5.12 Single vs. Multi-Layer Recovery
A communication network typically consists of multiple layers, e.g., IP
over WDM [67]. In a multi-layer scenario, a failure in the lower layer may
cause several secondary failures in the higher layer. The simplest imple-
mentation is that each layer carries out its own independent recovery
actions, but the drawback of this approach is that the recovery actions
may obstruct each other. Therefore, the recovery between the diﬀerent
layers should be coordinated, e.g., through timers or token-passing. The
subject of multi-layer recovery is covered in detail in [60].
2.5.13 Multiple Failures
The majority of studies within the ﬁeld of network survivability are car-
ried out under the assumption of a single span failure. Even though they
are the most common fault [33], other types of faults, such as node fail-
ures aﬀecting multiple spans, dual span failures, multiple failures (more
than two spans, combination of node and span failures, etc.) may oc-
cur as well. Several studies [34, 68], have shown that the more failure
scenarios a network is protected against, the higher the total capacity
usage. The probability of multiple failures also increases with the size
of the network. This is both in terms of the amount of equipment,
each with a given failure probability, and in terms of the geographical
extent. Another important assumption is the independence of failures.
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While two construction-related cable cuts in opposite parts of the net-
work are usually independent, a power-failure may cause malfunctioning
of several network components, or damage to a cable duct may cause the
failure of all connections associated to that SRLG. Generally speaking,
the more fault possibilities taken into account when designing surviv-
able networks, the more expensive the design will turn out. To reduce
the cost, it has been proposed to divide the network traﬃc into several
survivability classes, which diﬀer on how many failures a connection can
survive. In [34], the traﬃc is categorized into several classes depending
which protection services they receive:
• Platinum: protected against dual span failures.
• Gold: protected against any single span failure.
• Silver: best eﬀort restoration, using remaining spare capacity after
gold services have recovered.
• Bronze: unprotected traﬃc, but may not be preempted.
• Best eﬀort: may be preempted by higher classes.
This categorization opens the possibility for diﬀerentiated cost mod-
els, but there is still some doubt within the industry whether customers
want to pay for additional protection, and if it really can be guaran-
teed [43].
2.5.14 Control Plane Failures
While the previous sections have dealt with data plane failures, it should
be noted that the control plane can fail as well. Since the control plane
may be separated from the data plane, it may also fail independently.
The separation of the two planes ensures that already provisioned con-
nections stay operational even though the control plane fails, but they
cannot be managed anymore (e.g., torn down or recovered) - they be-
come control plane partitioned. GMPLS contemplates to resolve this
issue through control plane recovery. Synchronization between control
and data plane state information can be reestablished either from local
databases or through signaling with modiﬁed RSVP Notify messages,
which are described in [45].
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2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has given an introduction into the ﬁeld of optical networks.
The focus has been on data plane technologies, and in particular how
optical networks can be controlled, both for connection provisioning and
recovery. Several standardization eﬀorts have been discussed, such as
ASON, GMPLS and UNI/NNI. Furthermore, network protection and
restoration, and several methods for linear, ring, and mesh protection
have been reviewed. The treatment of optical networks given in this
chapter is not exhaustive, but it provides an overview of the concepts
that are applied in the remaining chapters of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Dynamic Recovery with
Limited Wavelength
Conversion
3.1 Introduction
In Wavelength-Routed Optical Networks (WRONs), lightpaths, i.e., all-
optical end-to-end switched connections between node pairs, are typically
established at wavelength granularity [33]. WRONs can be aﬀected by
failures. Since these networks carry large amounts of data, survivability
is of paramount importance to cause as little disturbance to the traﬃc
as possible. The adaptation to a dynamic network environment makes
network restoration a very suitable candidate to provide resilience to-
wards failures. To overcome a failure in a network, diﬀerent restoration
methods are distinguished, mainly characterized by the end nodes of
their recovery routes. In literature, three main restoration methods are
described, namely span, segment (local-to-egress) and end-to-end/path
restoration [34,60,6971], which have been described in section 2.5.8.
Dynamic WRONs leverage a distributed control plane to automati-
cally perform the required network functions, such as lightpath provision-
ing, fault localization and recovery. A promising control plane standard
is the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [27]) pro-
tocol suite comprising extensions to routing (e.g., Open Shortest Path
31
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First (OSPF)-Traﬃc Engineering (TE)) and signaling protocols (e.g.,
Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP)-TE), and a Link Management
Protocol (LMP). For scalability reasons, the routing protocol typically
advertises only summarized link information, which is used during light-
path provisioning and restoration to ﬁnd a feasible route for the incoming
request. Then a signaling session is triggered along the found path in
order to perform the wavelength assignment.
Wavelength assignment eﬃciency, and by extension provisioning and
restoration eﬃciency, are signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the wavelength con-
version capability [35, 36]. Wavelength Converters (WCs) overcome the
wavelength continuity constraint, allowing to set up a lightpath even
when no continuous wavelength is available on each hop of the route. The
conversion between wavelengths can be achieved in diﬀerent ways [37,38],
but all these implementations are very costly. Due to the high price of
WCs, several studies focus on minimizing their deployment in a network,
either through advanced routing and wavelength assignment heuristics
or sharing schemes [9,16,36,42,7275]. As a result of the high cost and
the WC minimization achieved by the design studies, typically only a
limited number of WCs are deployed throughout networks.
In this study, three emerging issues in optical networks are com-
bined. We combine (i) dynamic connection provisioning and restora-
tion with (ii) the scenario of few available WCs in each node in (iii) a
GMPLS controlled all-optical network, and evaluate the eﬀect that lim-
ited wavelength conversion has on the restoration performance of span,
local-to-egress and end-to-end restoration.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: in section 3.2
the previous work in the ﬁeld is reviewed and the novelties of this study
are highlighted. Section 3.3 presents distributed wavelength assignment
schemes leveraging GMPLS signaling, while section 3.4 describes the
network model used in this study. In section 3.5 the simulation scenario is
detailed, and results are shown and commented in section 3.6. Section 3.7
summarizes and concludes on the presented results.
3.2 Previous Work
Network restoration techniques have been widely studied in the liter-
ature, highlighting their performance/complexity trade-oﬀs in terms of
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resource eﬃciency, recovery time, and success rate [69, 70, 7678]. In
particular in [69], path (i.e., end-to-end) restoration is compared to span
and segment restoration in a network with full wavelength conversion ca-
pability. Furthermore, end-to-end restoration with additional recovery
retrials is shown to achieve high network availability at the expense of a
restoration time slightly higher than span and local-to-egress restoration,
which in turn are characterized by a lower success rate.
Restoration performance can be signiﬁcantly improved by exploit-
ing WCs, as shown in [7982]. In [83, 84], an analytical model of a
preplanned segment restoration method is developed, showing that the
beneﬁts of full wavelength conversion dramatically improve for increasing
path length, but become less signiﬁcant for increasing wavelengths per
ﬁber. An online wavelength assignment algorithm is proposed in [85],
where the WC usage and the connection blocking are evaluated, exploit-
ing a multicast conversion model where the output of the WC is split.
However only few protection and restoration papers considered limita-
tions to wavelength-conversion capability. In [86], a protection method
is presented where limited-range wavelength-converters are considered.
As mentioned in section 2.3, diﬀerent control and management ap-
proaches can be used to control provisioning and restoration actions in an
optical network. The desire to provide a uniﬁed control framework leads
to the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) protocol
suite [27,87,88], which has undergone standardization eﬀorts during the
past few years, and is emerging as a control plane for next generation
networks. Despite this development, only few studies [89, 90] consider
the eﬀect of GMPLS signaling when dealing with network restoration.
However, these studies do not take the eﬀect of limited wavelength con-
version availability into account.
This study leverages the studies in [9, 16], where wavelength assign-
ment schemes were investigated in the provisioning phase. In particular,
an enhanced signaling object called Suggested Vector (SV) was intro-
duced, which enables label ranking aiming at WC usage reduction.
The focus of this study is on the restoration performance of all-optical
GMPLS controlled networks with limited WC placement. Given a ﬁxed
number of WCs deployed in each node, a comparative study on the
performance of span, local-to-egress and end-to-end restoration methods
is performed, with particular focus on how these restoration methods
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are aﬀected by the limitation of WCs and whether using standard or
enhanced GMPLS signaling inﬂuences the results.
3.3 Network Model
In order to evaluate the inﬂuence of WCs on the performance of span,
local-to-egress and end-to-end restoration, a model of the network which
serves as a basis for the conducted simulation study is created. The
model incorporates realistic assumptions about the node and network
architectures.
3.3.1 Node Architecture
The used logical node architecture is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.1. Each node
is connected to Fi input ﬁbers and Fo output ﬁbers, and each ﬁber span
carriesW wavelengths in each direction. Due to distributed control, each
node handles both control and data plane functions.
The control plane is responsible for route computation and resource
reservation, and accomplishes these functions by exchanging GMPLS
control messages. The data plane is responsible for switching data be-
longing to diﬀerent connections, based on control plane instructions.
The switch architecture is assumed to be non-blocking, and to have
enough add/drop interfaces to establish all locally terminated connec-
tions. With reference to pass-through connections, a WC is utilized if
the same wavelength is not available at both the incoming and outgoing
port. The WCs are assumed to be tunable on the whole wavelength
range and shared by all ports as a per-node converter bank [35].
3.3.2 Network Architecture
In order for the network to be independent of a given traﬃc matrix (i.e.,
demands between source/destination pairs), all the spans in the network
comprise the same number of wavelengths, and all the nodes have the
same number of WCs in their converter bank. All the nodes are inter-
connected through bidirectional ﬁbers spans. Each of these ﬁber spans
comprises unidirectional ﬁbers in each direction. This means that given
S bidirectional spans, the number of wavelengths is 2·S. Since the in-
vestigated network is wavelength routed, the requested connections are
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Figure 3.1: Node architecture with shared converter bank.
setup as unidirectional connections at the granularity of one unidirec-
tional wavelength channel1. The control messages are transmitted along
the same route as the actual data. Each node can be the source or the
destination of a connection request.
3.3.3 Route Computation and Signaling
In optical networks, a route and a wavelength must be found for each
connection demand, which is referred to as the Routing and Wavelength
Assignment (RWA) problem. Joint RWA in dynamic wavelength routed
networks requires an amount of information which easily exceeds the ca-
pability of the routing protocol to maintain an up-to-date network status
in each node. Therefore, the route and wavelength of a new connection
1Only unidirectional connections are considered here, since issues such as outdated
wavelength status and forward reservation, which are out of the scope of this study,
impact the performance of bidirectional lightpath provisioning. A description of the
problems related to bidirectional lightpath provisioning can be found in Appendix B.4.
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Figure 3.2: Exchange of GMPLS signaling messages.
are often found in decoupled steps [91]. To emulate the behavior of
OSPF-TE in the model, the network topology is discovered at the be-
ginning of a simulation run and the route for a connection is computed by
running the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm. The simpliﬁed modelling
of OSPF-TE is justiﬁed since routing is not the scope of this study.
The RSVP-TE protocol, which is used to reserve the necessary re-
sources on the identiﬁed route, is modelled in detail. RSVP-TE uses a
two-way reservation mechanism, where a resource is requested by propa-
gating so-called Path messages between the source and destination node.
Upon reception of a Path message, the destination node chooses a wave-
length (i.e., a label) and propagates a Resv message upstream towards
the source. The resources are only reserved upon reception of such a
Resv message. The concept of exchanging Path and Resv messages is
illustrated in ﬁgure 3.2. The actual wavelength can be chosen based on
diﬀerent wavelength assignment schemes, which are further discussed in
section 3.4.
When a span fails, the LMP is modelled in such a way that the
upstream failure adjacent nodes is notiﬁed, which then checks which
connections are aﬀected by the failure. It initiates recovery actions,
either through notiﬁcation of the end nodes or by itself, depending on
the chosen restoration method.
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3.4 Wavelength Assignment Schemes
WCs play an important role in simplifying the wavelength assignment
in all-optical networks, both during the provisioning and the restoration
phase. Their availability avoids the wavelength continuity constraint and
consequently increases the probability of successful connection provision-
ing and recovery. Moreover, WC availability avoid reservation collisions
when two or more concurrent signaling sessions contend for the same
wavelength channels. This beneﬁt is particularly important in the resto-
ration phase, when many recovery attempts are almost simultaneously
triggered and must share a limited amount of available network resources.
Additionally, if span or local-to-egress restoration is exploited, WCs are
very useful to match the recovery path wavelength with the stub wave-
length.
As WCs are a scarce resource, their usage must be rigorously con-
trolled both during the provisioning and the restoration phase. However
the standard wavelength assignment performed with GMPLS signaling
is not suited to achieve this target. To perform a WC-saving wavelength
assignment, an additional signaling object, called Suggested Vector, has
been introduced in [9, 16]. The following sections describe the standard
GMPLS wavelength assignment, exploiting the Label Set object alone,
and the enhanced wavelength assignment, exploiting the Suggested Vec-
tor object together with the Label Set2.
3.4.1 Standard Wavelength Assignment - The Label Set
The Label Set (LS) is a standard protocol object deﬁned in [87] with the
purpose of simplifying the wavelength assignment in dynamic WRONs.
The resulting scheme enforces the best possible wavelength assignment
with current protocols and is considered as a benchmark in this study.
The LS object is propagated within the Path message and consists
of an array of labels, containing only the wavelengths acceptable by the
upstream node. The LS is typically used by an upstream node to con-
trol the selection of labels by downstream nodes [87]. If no WCs are
available, the LS is restricted to contain labels that ensure a wavelength-
2Further details on these wavelengths assignment schemes, the algorithm details
and their behavior during connection provisioning can be found in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 3.3: Standard wavelength assignment using the Label Set.
continuous path. If WCs are available, the LS contains all the labels
that are available on a given span. Once the Path message arrives at
the destination node, a label (i.e., a wavelength) within the LS is re-
served according to a tie-breaking policy (e.g., ﬁrst-ﬁt or random)3. The
chosen label is propagated as far as possible along the reverse path. If
a node cannot reserve the current wavelength and a WC is available, a
new wavelength is chosen within the node's received LS; otherwise the
connection is blocked.
In the example illustrated in ﬁgure 3.3, the LS is propagated within
the Path message from source to destination. At the destination, ﬁrst-ﬁt
tie-breaking policy is enforced, meaning that the lowest-indexed label in
the received LS (i.e., λ1) is chosen and propagated upstream within the
Resv message. Wavelength conversion becomes however necessary at the
second node (highlighted in ﬁgure 3.3) because λ1 is not available on the
ﬁrst hop. On the contrary, no WC would be needed if wavelength λ3
had been chosen at destination. From this example it is clear that, using
only the Label Set, the destination node lacks information to choose the
wavelength that minimizes WC usage.
3A description of the tie-breaking policies is given in Appendix B.2.3.
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Figure 3.4: Enhanced wavelength assignment using the Suggested Vector.
3.4.2 Enhanced Wavelength Assignment - The
Suggested Vector
A WC-saving wavelength assignment can be ensured by using a novel
signaling protocol extension, called Suggested Vector (SV) [9, 16]. The
SV is used in the Path message together with the LS. The SV is an array
of the same size as the LS, containing information allowing to rank the
labels within the LS.
In this study, the labels are ranked according to the number of WCs
each label requires to setup a connection, but other rankings are possible
as well. The source node ﬁlls the SV with zeros, because all available
labels can be reached without WCs. Then the SV propagates along the
route. If a label was available on the previous hop, its SV values are
propagated without modiﬁcation. If a label was not available on the
previous hop, its SV value is calculated by adding one to the minimum
SV value of the previous hop (since the choice of this label implies one
conversion at the current node). When the destination node is reached,
the label with the lowest SV value (i.e., the one requiring fewest WCs) is
chosen and propagated towards the source. If two labels have equal SV
values, a tie-breaking policy needs to be applied. If a node cannot further
i
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use the current wavelength and a WC is available, a new wavelength
with minimum value of the previous hop SV is chosen; otherwise the
connection is blocked.
The SV is updated at each node during Path message propagation, as
illustrated in the example of the SV scheme operation in ﬁgure 3.4, t. At
the destination the SV contains, for each label in the LS, the minimum
number of WCs necessary to set up the request using that label: λ3 is
chosen because it requires zero WCs.
3.5 Simulation Study
Figure 3.5: Pan-European network topology.
In this study, the recovery performance of span, local-to-egress and
end-to-end restoration is evaluated when the number of available WCs
per node is varied, using a standard (LS) and an enhanced (SV) label
assignment scheme. The simulations are carried out in OPNET Mod-
eler [92]4, and evaluated in the Pan-European triangular topology net-
work [93,94], consisting of 28 nodes and 61 spans, yielding a nodal degree
of 4.36, as illustrated in ﬁgure 3.5.
4Further details of the OPNET model can be found in Appendix A.
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3.5.1 Case studies
In order to evaluate the performance of the three restoration methods
with standard and enhanced GMPLS signaling, two fundamentally dif-
ferent cases are considered:
1. Comparison of the standard and enhanced scheme exclusively in
the restoration phase.
2. Comparison of the two schemes in both the provisioning and res-
toration phase (real network scenario).
Case 1 - Isolated restoration phase: The connections in the net-
work are provisioned using unlimited conversion capability, and the wave-
length assignment scheme in the provisioning phase is ﬁxed to the stan-
dard scheme to ensure the same connection setup prior to the restoration
phase. Once the desired load is reached, the number of WCs available
for the restoration phase becomes limited, and the recovery of the span
failures is attempted, using either wavelength assignment scheme.
Case 2 - Correlated provisioning and restoration phase: The
restoration performance of a network which uses the same wavelength
assignment scheme in both the provisioning and the restoration phase is
investigated. This scenario is also the most realistic one from a real-life
network operation point of view. All nodes are given a speciﬁc number
of WCs at the beginning of the provisioning phase, and no separate WCs
are assigned for the restoration phase. This means that the converter-
saving property of the enhanced scheme can potentially help to save WCs
already in the provisioning phase, which will keep the WCs available for
the restoration phase.
3.5.2 Simulation Parameters
We evaluate the three investigated restoration methods (span, local-to-
egress and end-to-end), using either standard or enhanced wavelength
assignment. The number of WCs available per node is varied and the
average network load ANL is kept constant at 0.5. The average network
load is deﬁned as the number of occupied unidirectional wavelengths
divided by the total number of wavelengths in the network. That is
ANL =
NOccupied
2 · S ·W (3.1)
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where NOccupied is the number of occupied unidirectional wavelengths
in the network, S is the number of spans in the network and W the
number of wavelengths on each span. Table 3.1 contains an overview of
the parameter values used in both simulation cases.
Parameter Value
Network topology pan-european network
Wavelengths per span 10
Wavelength converters per node 0 - 20
Connection interarrival time 10 seconds
Connection end nodes distribution uniform
Wavelength assignment scheme standard (LS) or enhanced (SV)
Setup reattempts provisioning none
Setup reattempts restoration k-shortest paths with crankback
until no route can be found
Connection holding time inﬁnite
Tie breaking policy ﬁrst-ﬁt
Average network load ANL 0.5
Span failures all spans consecutively failed
Restoration method span, local-to-egress, end-to-end
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters
3.5.3 Simulation Execution
In the provisioning phase of the simulation, the network is populated
with connections of indeﬁnite holding time, meaning that once provi-
sioned, the connections are not torn down or changed. Each connection
is unidirectional, occupying one wavelength/label. Labels are assigned
using either the standard LS or enhanced SV wavelength assignment
scheme. Ties are broken using the ﬁrst-ﬁt policy [91]. The source and
destination pairs are uniformly distributed over the entire network. Con-
nections are routed along the shortest path [34, 95]. If a connection re-
quest experiences blocking in the setup phase, it is dropped and a new
source-destination pair is chosen. The provisioning phase continues until
the desired average network load is reached.
At this point, the restoration phase begins and one span failure is si-
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mulated at a time. No connection requests are assumed to arrive during
failure recovery, which allows a clear diﬀerentiation between the provi-
sioning and restoration phases of the simulation. The stub resources are
kept occupied (i.e., no stub release is executed) and recovery with span,
local-to-egress or end-to-end restoration is attempted, using either the
standard or enhanced wavelength assignment scheme.
A restoration path can be blocked due to the lack of free WCs or
wavelength channels on the route. To increase the restoration percent-
age [69], the restoration is retried, temporarily excluding the blocking-
causing span from the route computation. Information about the block-
ing span is sent back to the node performing the route calculation using
the crankback mechanism described in [96], where the RSVP-TE PathErr
message carries the information. The source node caches all blocking lo-
cations for a particular connection until it has been successfully restored
or has been deemed unrecoverable. When all aﬀected connections are
either restored or found to be unrecoverable, the network is reverted to
its pre-failure state before the next span failure is simulated. This proce-
dure is repeated for all spans in the network. The following performance
metrics are adopted:
• Recovery percentage:
RP =
ConnRecovered
ConnFailed
(3.2)
• WC usage per recovered connection:
WCRC =
WCRestoration phase
ConnRecovered
(3.3)
• Wavelength channel usage in the restoration phase:
WLR =
∑
WLRestoration phase (3.4)
• Hop count of recovery segment:
HCR =
WLR
ConnRecovered
(3.5)
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Figure 3.6: Recovery percentages for Case study 1.
3.6 Results
All results presented are averaged over a number of simulation runs ac-
cording to table 3.1 with 40 random seeds for each data point, and con-
ﬁdence intervals at 95% conﬁdence level are given5.
3.6.1 Case 1 - Isolated Restoration Phase
In this section, results from Case study 1 are presented. As described in
section 3.5.1, an identical set of connections is created using the standard
signaling scheme by providing an unlimited number of WCs in the pro-
visioning phase. In this way, the restoration methods can be compared
across diﬀerent signaling schemes given the same starting point. In the
restoration phase, all restoration methods are evaluated using both the
standard and enhanced wavelength assignment schemes. Note that the
the number of WCs is limited in the restoration phase.
5Details on conﬁdence interval calculation can be found in Appendix A.5.2.
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Figure 3.6 shows that end-to-end restoration achieves the best recov-
ery percentage followed by local-to-egress and span restoration in that or-
der. This is explained by the fact that end-to-end restoration has a higher
degree of freedom when computing restoration paths on a network-wide
basis, whereas the recovery paths of span and local-to-egress restora-
tion emerge from the upstream failure adjacent node, and hence must
be merged to their stubs. Above 5 WCs per node available in Restora-
tion Phase (WCiRP), this order is interestingly broken by local-to-egress
slightly outperforming end-to-end restoration. At this point, the network
moves away from being WC-limited to being span-resource-limited (i.e.,
available wavelengths on the spans are the scarcest resource). Hence, the
potentially shorter restoration path of local-to-egress restoration is more
useful than the freedom of route selection oﬀered by end-to-end resto-
ration. The span restoration method achieves the highest proﬁt from a
higher number of WCiRP, since the recovery segment of the connection
has to be merged to the stubs of the pre-failure path at the upstream and
downstream failure adjacent nodes, thus likely requiring a WC. The en-
hanced signalling scheme gives a better recovery percentage in all cases
except the degenerate case of 0 WCiRP, where both schemes achieve
the same performance, as expected. The largest gain of using enhanced
signalling is obtained at 1 and 2 WCiRP, resulting in an increase of ap-
proximately 5% in Recovery Percentage. The advantage of enhanced
signalling diminishes with increasing WCiRP (since the network is no
longer WC-limited), but is still visible at 5 WCiRP.
The WC usage per recovered connection (WCRC) is shown in ﬁgure
3.7. A general tendency to observe is that the usage of WCs increases
when they are widely available throughout the network. More WCs al-
low more connections to be restored, as can be seen in ﬁgure 3.6. It
is clearly shown how the enhanced signalling schemes uses signiﬁcantly
fewer WCs than the standard scheme regardless of restoration method.
The curves ﬂatten from 5 to 10 WCiRP, indicating that the network is
saturated with WCs and is no longer WC-limited. Using the enhanced
scheme, the WC usage of the restoration methods can be ranked as
end-to-end (fewest WCs), local-to-egress and span (most WCs). Using
standard signalling schemes, the same ranking is seen above 10 WCiRP.
But for fewer WCiRP span restoration behaves diﬀerently, performing
in between end-to-end and local-to-egress restoration. This is due to
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Figure 3.7: WC usage per recovered connection (WCRC) for Case study 1.
the fact that the recovery percentage for span restoration is low at this
point, because even though converters may be available in the network,
they are not available at the needed locations (often the failure adjacent
nodes). This is also illustrated in ﬁgure 3.6 by the fact that span resto-
ration achieves the highest beneﬁt from more WCiRP, since the recovery
percentage steeply increases when they become available.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the hop count of the recovery segment (HCR)
for the diﬀerent restoration methods. End-to-end restoration has the
longest restoration segment, since it is restored between the connection's
end nodes. local-to-egress restoration has medium length, as paths are
restored between the upstream failure adjacent node and the destina-
tion node. Span restoration, where connections are restored between
the failure adjacent nodes, has the shortest restoration segment. For all
methods, the hop count increases at 1 WCiRP. At this point, we also
observe a large increase in recovery percentage, which means that also
longer paths are recovered. When more WCiRP become available, the
hop count decreases because WCs allow the use of shorter routes other-
wise unavailable. The availability of wavelength converters also has an
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Figure 3.8: Hop count of recovery segment (HCR) for Case study 1.
inﬂuence on the hop count for the enhanced and the standard scheme.
At few WCiRP, the enhanced scheme achieves a lower hop count, lever-
aging the saved converters, while the diﬀerence diminishes when WCs
no longer are the limiting factor.
Figure 3.9 shows the wavelength usage in the restoration phase (WLR)
as a function of the WCs per node. Even though the enhanced scheme
achieves a higher recovery percentage than the standard scheme, the
WLR increase of the enhanced scheme compared to the standard scheme
is very limited, which highlights the fact that the diﬀerence in recovery
percentage is achieved by more eﬃcient WC usage and not longer resto-
ration paths. Comparing the diﬀerent restoration methods, end-to-end
restoration obtains the highest WLR, because it has the longest resto-
ration paths and the highest recovery percentage, while in span resto-
ration WLR is the lowest because the recovery paths just circumvent
the failed span and the recovery percentage is the lowest. As expected,
local-to-egress restoration lies in between. All restoration methods show
a saturation behavior for increasing WCiRP, meaning that WCs are no
more a critical resource, but the network becomes span capacity limited.
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Figure 3.9: Wavelength usage in the recovery phase for Case study 1.
3.6.2 Case 2 - Correlated Provisioning and Restoration
Phase
For the results presented in this section, the same wavelength assignment
scheme is used both in the provisioning and restoration phase, as would
be the most realistic choice for real-life network operation. The inﬂuence
of the diﬀerent schemes on the RP, WCRC, HCR and WLR is presented.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the recovery percentage obtained for the diﬀer-
ent restoration methods when the number of WCs per node given at the
start of the provisioning phase is varied. A general observation is that
the enhanced wavelength assignment scheme outperforms the standard
wavelength assignment scheme for all restoration methods, except at 0
converters where both schemes perform the same as expected. Further-
more, we also observe a general tendency that the recovery percentage
increases if more WCs are added. However, at 2 WCs using span res-
toration with the standard scheme, this trend is interestingly broken.
This is due to the fact that if no WCs are available, only wavelength
continuous connections can be allocated, which also ensures order in the
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Figure 3.10: Recovery percentages for Case study 2.
wavelength assignment on the diﬀerent spans. With very few WCs how-
ever, the ﬁrst few requests may use WCs and hence create disorder in
the wavelength assignment on the diﬀerent spans, without there being
enough WCs to use the wavelengths that are available between groups of
used wavelengths later on, which results in a lower recovery percentage.
Span restoration is particulary vulnerable to disorder in the wavelength
assignment, since the restoration path must be merged to the remain-
ing parts (i.e., stubs) of the pre-failure path at the two failure adjacent
nodes. The reason why the diﬀerence in recovery percentage between
the standard and enhanced schemes is bigger compared to Case 1 is that
the enhanced wavelength assignment scheme can save WCs already in
the provisioning phase, which in turn will be available in the restora-
tion phase. Span restoration achieves the largest performance increase,
going from an average restoration percentage of 63% to 88% at 5 WCs
per node. For local-to-egress and end-to-end restoration, the increase
in recovery percentage is smaller, but still signiﬁcant. When 20 WCs
are available per node, the diﬀerence diminishes not only between the
diﬀerent wavelength assignment schemes, but also between the diﬀerent
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Figure 3.11: WC usage per recovered connection (WCRC) for Case study 2.
restoration methods.
The WC usage per recovered connection (WCRC) is shown in ﬁg-
ure 3.11. A general trend is that the usage of WCs increases when they
are widely available throughout the network. The higher WC usage of the
enhanced scheme at few WCs allows for more connections to be restored,
as can be seen in ﬁgure 3.10. Furthermore, we observe a saturation be-
havior above 10 WCs, where neither the WCRC nor the RP increases.
This is due to the fact that the network is becoming capacity limited
and adding more WCs does not remedy this. For the standard scheme,
which has a more wasteful wavelength assignment, more WCs are needed
to achieve the saturation behavior. Using the enhanced scheme, the WC
usage of the restoration methods can be ranked as end-to-end (fewest
WCs), local-to-egress and span (most WCs). Using standard signalling
schemes, the same ranking appears at high WC numbers. The reason
for this ranking is that span restoration must merge the restoration path
to the stubs at the two failure adjacent nodes, which is potentially WC
consuming. local-to-egress restoration only has one merger node, while
end-to-end restoration entirely avoids merging.
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Figure 3.12: Hop count of recovery segment (HCR) for Case study 2.
Figure 3.12 shows the hop count of the recovery segment (HCR) for
the diﬀerent restoration methods. Span restoration, where connections
are restored between the failure adjacent nodes, has the shortest resto-
ration segment. local-to-egress restoration has a medium path length,
since paths are restored between the upstream failure adjacent node and
the destination node. End-to-end restoration has the longest restoration
path, since the recovery path is found between the end nodes of a con-
nection. The HCR has a similar performance for the two schemes, with
slight variation at few WCs, which is due to the fact that a varying WC
count allows for diﬀerent connections to be restored. When WCs are
abundant, both schemes achieve the same HCR.
Figure 3.13 shows the wavelength usage in the restoration phase
(WLR) as a function of the WCs per node. End-to-end restoration used
most wavelength resources for its restoration paths, followed by local-
to-egress and span restoration, which is due to the choice of merging
nodes. The enhanced scheme uses more wavelengths than the standard
scheme, which is due to the fact that leveraging the available WCs in
the restoration phase results in a higher recovery percentage, as shown
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Figure 3.13: Wavelength usage in the recovery phase for Case study 2.
in ﬁgure 3.10. Once WCs no longer are a critical resource and the net-
work becomes span capacity limited, both signalling schemes show equal
wavelength usage in each restoration method.
3.7 Summary and Conclusions on Restoration
with Limited Conversion
In this chapter, the eﬀect of limited wavelength converter availability on
the span, local-to-egress and end-to-end restoration methods are evalu-
ated. The performance of an all-optical network in a GMPLS controlled
environment is simulated, thereby evaluating the eﬀect of both standard
and enhanced (aiming at minimizing converter usage) wavelength assign-
ment schemes for the diﬀerent restoration methods. In two case studies,
the eﬀect of limited wavelength conversion was investigated: 1) exclu-
sively in the restoration phase, and 2) in a network operation scenario
with correlated provisioning and restoration phase.
The study shows that limited wavelength conversion availability has
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a diﬀerent eﬀect on the three restoration methods. The recovery per-
centage of span restoration is most severely aﬀected, due to its nature of
having to merge the restoration segment to the pre-recovery path at the
failure adjacent nodes, which often requires a conversion between wave-
lengths. This is consistent with the number of converters that are used
per recovered connection. End-to-end restoration is the least aﬀected,
because it restores aﬀected connection between the connection's source
and destination nodes, and hence proﬁts from a high degree of freedom
and the ability to avoid potential bottlenecks when setting up restora-
tion paths. The performance of local-to-egress restoration lies between
the previous two methods.
Another interesting observation is that if abundant WCs are avail-
able, all three restoration methods achieve very similar restoration per-
formance. Since the choice of restoration method becomes less relevant
for the actual recovery percentage, an operator can choose a restoration
method based on other criteria, such as notiﬁcation time or manageabil-
ity, given that enough WCs are available.
The beneﬁt of the standard or enhanced wavelength assignment scheme
highly depends on the number of WCs that is provided. If WCs are lim-
ited, all restoration methods can beneﬁt from the converter saving prop-
erties of the enhanced scheme. Especially span and local-to-egress res-
toration can signiﬁcantly increase their performance with the enhanced
scheme. If span or local-to-egress restoration is the preferred restoration
method and WCs are very limited, it is advisable to use the enhanced
scheme to minimize performance penalty compared to end-to-end resto-
ration.
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Chapter 4
Signaling-Based Recovery
Enhancements
4.1 Introduction
In the ﬁeld of network recovery, much research is devoted to ﬁnding suit-
able restoration paths. This is generally achieved by oﬀ-line optimization
schemes which may take a large variety of constraints into account. In
a dynamic network environment the routing and wavelength assignment
is normally treated as two separate sub-problems due to scalability is-
sues [91], in such a way that a route is identiﬁed ﬁrst and subsequently
resource reservation is attempted on that given route. This chapter em-
ploys this separated approach. A simple shortest path based routing
scheme is used to ﬁnd a path, and the subsequent wavelength assign-
ment is tailored for recovery enhancement. Two methods for improving
restoration performance through sophisticated wavelength assignment in
a signaling session for resource reservation in dynamic connection recov-
ery are presented. Section 4.2 present a scheme that reduces blocking of
restoration requests. In section 4.3, a stub-awareness scheme aiming at
wavelength conversion reduction is described. Section 4.4.3 extends the
restoration concept to a multi-domain environment. Section 4.5 summa-
rizes the chapter.
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4.2 Blocking Reduction of Span Restoration
Requests
4.2.1 Motivation
This section presents a modiﬁcation of the Suggested Vector (SV) [9,16],
which aims at reducing blocking of recovery requests in addition to mini-
mization of Wavelength Converter (WC) usage. The modiﬁcation allows
spreading of the wavelength requests throughout the range of available
wavelengths and thereby reduces the number of blocked restoration at-
tempts. As a consequence, recovery retries are avoided, thus reducing
control plane load, and the restoration time is reduced.
In span restoration the upstream failure adjacent node initiates the
recovery for all aﬀected connections. To setup a recovery path in a Gen-
eralized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) environment using
Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP)-Traﬃc Engineering (TE) sig-
naling, the recovery initiating node ﬁnds a route around the failure and
then sends a Path message towards the downstream failure adjacent
node, thereby collecting information on available wavelengths along the
envisaged route. Once the end node is reached, it chooses a wavelength
and sends a Resv message towards the initiating node. Several recovery
requests may want to use the same wavelength, leading to resource con-
tention. This contention can be resolved through wavelength conversion,
if WCs are available at the appropriate nodes.
Successful connection setup and the concepts of forward and back-
ward blocking due to WC unavailability are illustrated in ﬁgure 4.1.
Forward blocking occurs if a suitable route has been identiﬁed, but the
desired wavelength is no longer available during Path message propa-
gation, and no converter is available to divert to another wavelength.
A connection experiences backward blocking if a given wavelength was
available during Path message propagation, but has been occupied by
another connection when the Resv message is propagated. If a span
becomes completely occupied in the timeframe between route calcula-
tion or Path or Resv message propagation, blocking occurs despite WC
availability.
Blocking is likely to arise in span restoration, where the recovery for
all aﬀected connections are initiated between the same two nodes during
i
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Figure 4.1: Successful connection setup compared to forward and backward block-
ing.
a short timeframe. In case of blocking, the recovery is re-attempted over
a diﬀerent route to increase the recovery percentage [69], but each retry
causes restoration delay and the exchange of additional control messages.
4.2.2 Blocking Reduction Concept
The exhaustion of WCs is the cause of many blocking incidents, since
the ﬂexibility of diverting to another wavelength during the reservation
process is lost. To minimize the blocking probability and thereby the
number of signaling messages and recovery retries, the wavelength as-
signment of the recovery routes should be administrated in a WC-saving
manner. The signalling protocol extension called SV [9,16] is modiﬁed to
achieve this, resulting in the Blocking Reduction (BR) scheme described
here. The SV is used in combination with the Label Set, which is a
standard protocol extension allowing an upstream node to control the
wavelength/label selection of a downstream node [87].
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By means of the SV, a label preference level is recorded at each node,
enabling the downstream node to choose the most preferable label. As
the SV scheme was invented with connection provisioning in mind, all
labels are assigned identical initial SV values, so the downstream fail-
ure adjacent node has a large selection of equally preferable wavelengths
to choose from. In a span restoration scenario this behavior has two
drawbacks: ﬁrst, the probability of collision with simultaneous recov-
ery attempts increases; second, on a previously wavelength continuous
lightpath a WC is required at failure adjacent nodes, if a wavelength
diﬀerent from the one used on the failed span (pre-failure wavelength)
is chosen. The BR scheme presented here aims at solving both issues.
It is based on the idea that all connections were assigned a particular
wavelength on the failed span, and by letting the restoration path prefer
that wavelength the recovery attempts now prefer wavelengths which are
distributed over the spectrum of available wavelengths. To get the SV
to reﬂect this, the pre-failure wavelength is assigned an SV value of 0.
The pre-failure wavelengths of other aﬀected connections are penalized
by giving them a SV value of 2, reducing their chance of being chosen.
Unused labels are assigned a SV value of 1. At each WC en-route, the
SV value is increased by 1, as in normal SV operation. The principle of
the BR scheme is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: SV modiﬁed for blocking reduction.
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4.2.3 Simulation Study
The BR scheme's performance is investigated in terms of recovery retries
due to blocking, recovery percentage, used WCs and length of the res-
toration path. The performance of the BR scheme is compared to the
aforementioned SV scheme and a No Preference (NP) scheme. The NP
scheme blindly selects a wavelength amongst the wavelengths that are
free on the last hop1.
Topology
The schemes are simulated in OPNET Modeler [92] and evaluated on
the Pan-European triangular topology network [93, 94], which is shown
in ﬁgure 4.3. The network consists of 28 nodes and 61 spans, resulting
in a nodal degree of 4.36.
Simulation Execution
Each span has a capacity of 10 wavelengths in each direction. The net-
work is populated with unidirectional connections up to a desired average
network load using the SV scheme. The same scheme is used in all cases
to provide equal starting points for the recovery study. Each connection
has the size of one full wavelength. Both the number of available WCs
per node and the load is varied. After reaching the desired load, the
spans are consecutively failed. The restoration paths are found using
the Dijkstra k-shortest path algorithm [34, 95]. Recovery is attempted
using appropriate RSVP-TE signaling, using either NP, SV or BR in the
wavelength selection process. First-ﬁt is used as a tie-breaking policy,
meaning that the wavelength with the lowest index is preferred amongst
equally good wavelengths [91]. If the restoration request experiences
blocking, the causing span is temporarily removed from the path com-
putation using information from the GMPLS experimental crankback
feature [96]. Recovery is then re-attempted over the k-shortest path.
1Further details on the NP scheme can be found in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 4.3: Pan-European network used in the simulation study.
Scenarios
The scenarios shown in table 4.1 are evaluated. Note that all scenarios
use the same scheme for provisioning to achieve equal starting points,
and that it is only relevant to use the BR scheme in the recovery phase.
Scenario name Provisioning scheme Recovery scheme
SV/NP SV NP
SV/SV SV SV
SV/BR SV BR
Table 4.1: Overview of simulation scenarios.
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4.2.4 Results
All results presented in this section are obtained by averaging 40 repeti-
tions with diﬀerent random seeds. Each data point shows 95% conﬁdence
interval.
Figure 4.4 shows the recovery percentage under varying (a) network
load and (b) number of available WCs per node. The recovery percentage
is calculated as the ratio between the number of recovered connections
and the number of aﬀected connection for each span failure, averaged
over all span failures. For all schemes, the recovery percentage decreases
when the network load increases, which is due to the lack of spare re-
sources. The BR scheme achieves the highest recovery percentage. This
is also the case under varying WCs per node but the advantage dimin-
ishes when WCs are plentiful.
In ﬁgure 4.5 the number of recovery retries due to forward and back-
ward blocking is illustrated. Only recovery requests that are successfully
restored are counted, i.e., recovery attempts that fail even after sev-
eral recovery retries are not included in the statistics. The number of
recovery retries is divided by the number of recovered connections to pro-
vide a fair comparison of scenarios under diﬀerent recovery percentages.
In ﬁgure 4.5(a) under varying load conditions, the BR scheme causes
fewer blockings and thereby fewer recovery retries than the NP and SV
schemes. At high loads, all schemes achieve similar performances. In
ﬁgure 4.5(b) the BR scheme again outperforms the others at few WCs
per node whereas the number of recovery retries is similar when many
WCs are available.
The average WC usage per recovered connection is depicted in ﬁg-
ure 4.6. The converter usage increases with increased network load,
because the chance for getting a wavelength continuous path is reduced
at high loads, since connections must be placed between already provi-
sioned ones using whatever wavelength is free. The converter usage, in
increasing order, is SV/BR → SV/SV → SV/NP, for both varying load
and WCs per node. The strength of the BR scheme is a potentially lower
converter usage at the failure adjacent nodes which can result in an in-
creased recovery percentage if WCs are the limiting factor for successful
recovery.
Figure 4.7 shows the average hop count of the recovered connections.
Under varying load the BR scheme has a lower hop count compared
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Figure 4.4: Recovery Percentages for varying (a) load and (b) number of WCs per
node.
to the other schemes. This is explained by the fact that it experiences
fewer blockings. Since each blocking results in the removal of the span
causing the blocking from the path computation, a recovery retry will
generally have to be attempted over a longer path. An increasing number
of available converters per node signiﬁcantly reduces the hop count for
all schemes.
As a general comment to the results it should be noted that the
performance of the SV/NP and SV/SV are very similar in terms of re-
covery percentage, recovery retries and hop count. This is likely caused
by the fact that the SV scheme is used during the provisioning phase for
all scenarios. An economic converter usage results in many WCs being
available in the recovery phase. Converter minimization schemes show
their strength when WCs are deployed very sparsely (i.e., even less than
5 WCs per node) and it is therefore future work to extend the simu-
lation studies to cover severely limited converter placement allowing to
fully evaluate the beneﬁts of the proposed schemes.
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Figure 4.5: Recovery Retries for varying (a) load and (b) number of WCs per node.
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Figure 4.6: WC Usage per recovered connection for varying (a) load and (b) number
of WCs per node.
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Figure 4.7: Hop Count of recovered connection for varying (a) load and (b) number
of WCs per node.
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4.2.5 Conclusions on Blocking Reduction
This study shows that the presented BR scheme for blocking reduction
in span restoration causes less blocking in comparison to the NP and the
SV schemes. Blocking minimization increases the recovery speed since
fewer recovery retries are necessary, which eases the load on the control
plane. The study has also shown that the BR scheme achieves a higher
recovery percentage. The advantage of the BR scheme is predominant if
WCs are limited and at low-medium load ranges.
It is expected that the results are dependent not only on the recovery
phase, but also on how the WCs are administrated in the provisioning
phase. The results have shown that the BR scheme outperforms the other
schemes especially if fewWCs are available. Therefore, it is expected that
the performance gap between the schemes increases under the following
two conditions: ﬁrst, if a more wasteful scheme such as NP is used in
the provisioning phase, leaving less WCs available for the recovery; and
second, if WCs are deployed extremely sparse (i.e., less than 5 per node).
The BR scheme is expected to outperform the other schemes under these
conditions, since it uses fewest conversions. This reasoning is supported
by the fact that the BR scheme achieves the best recovery performance
especially if few WCs are available per node. Evaluation of these two
eﬀects is left for further study.
In this study, the BR scheme has been used in conjunction with
the converter-saving feature of the SV. The reduction of blocking of
recovery requests has shown that SV based schemes can be used for
traﬃc-engineering purposes in addition to converter minimization. The
scope of SV-based schemes can be extended to allow for other wavelength
speciﬁc traﬃc engineering metrics. It should also be noted that BR is a
simple scheme which only requires modiﬁcations at the failure adjacent
nodes, while the intermediate nodes do not need to take any actions
other than the usual SV operation.
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4.3 Stub-Aware Span Restoration
4.3.1 Motivation
Span restoration has the advantage of a short notiﬁcation time and few
signaling actions due to the proximity of the failure location and the
place where the recovery is initiated. The connection stubs are reused
as a characteristic of the method, so the stubs must be merged with
the restoration path at the failure adjacent nodes, which is illustrated
in ﬁgure 4.8. This implies that if the stub wavelength is diﬀerent from
the restoration path wavelength, a WC must be utilized at the failure
adjacent nodes. In converter-limited networks this merging may be com-
plicated by the lack of needed WCs at the failure adjacent nodes. As
described in chapter 3, WC availability heavily inﬂuences the restora-
tion percentage. This section presents an extension of the SV, which
aims at reducing wavelength conversion at the failure adjacent nodes. It
should be noted that the stub-aware scheme can be used in any recovery
context except where connections are restored on an end-to-end basis,
meaning that the scheme is relevant for segment restoration as well. The
following explanation of the scheme is based on span restoration since it
has to merge the recovery path to the connection stubs at two nodes.
Merge bypass
path to pre-failure
path stubs
Figure 4.8: Span restoration concept.
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4.3.2 Method and Operation
When a route has been found using the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)-
TE protocol, the RSVP-TE protocol is used to reserve the necessary
resources on that route. This is done by propagating Path and Resv
messages between the end points of the connection. The Path message
is used to request a resource, and it may contain optional objects such
as the Label Set (LS) [87] or the SV [9,16]. Two basic decisions must be
made before selecting a wavelength (i.e., a label) for a given connection:
• Which labels are included in the Label Set, i.e., Label Set compo-
sition.
• Which label is preferred within the Label Set, i.e., label selection.
Stub-awareness is designed with the main goal of inﬂuencing the label
selection and is therefore based on an extension of the SV, but it can
also inﬂuence the Label Set composition.
When setting up the restoration path, the wavelength assignment
schemes, i.e., LS and SV, can either disregard (stub-unaware) or use
(stub-aware) the information about the stubs of the failed connection. In
the stub-unaware scheme, no stub information is used and the best pos-
sible wavelength for the recovery path is found without taking potential
conversions at the failure adjacent nodes into account. The stub-aware
scheme takes stub information and potential wavelength conversion at
the failure adjacent nodes into account during the wavelength selection
process.
When executing span restoration with the stub-unaware scheme, the
label selection works as follows: all wavelengths are given equal prefer-
ence at the node initiating the restoration path. Similarly, the destina-
tion node does not consider the stubs when choosing the wavelength.
Hence, the SV-value only contains the number of WCs used on the by-
pass route. This means that the potential conversions to the stubs at
the failure adjacent nodes are not counted, which may lead to a waste
of WCs and hence lower restorability. When using both SV and LS in
stub-unaware mode, all free wavelengths are included in the LS. In the
special case of 0 available WCs in the upstream failure adjacent node,
the stub-unaware scheme has the unwanted behavior of adding all avail-
able wavelengths on the next span when composing the LS, although
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Figure 4.9: Suggested Vector application in span restoration. Top: stub-unaware
scheme, Bottom: stub-aware scheme with modiﬁcations circled.
only the stub wavelength can be successfully merged to the restoration
path. With the stub-aware modiﬁcation the LS scheme disregards un-
usable labels if there are no free WCs at the upstream failure adjacent
node.
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Four diﬀerent combinations of Label Set composition and label se-
lection are possible, which are illustrated in table 4.2.
Scheme Label Set Composition Label Selection
LS Unaware Not based on WC information
Stub-aware LS Stub-aware Not based on WC information
SV Unaware Using WC information of
bypass route
Stub-awareSV Stub-aware Using WC information of
bypass route and
failure adjacent nodes
Table 4.2: Label Set composition and label selection for stub-awareness
The aim of the stub-aware extension is to avoid unnecessary conver-
sion at the failure adjacent nodes. The SV scheme is therefore modiﬁed
by giving the non-stub wavelengths a value of 1, as their choice requires
a WC at the upstream failure adjacent node. The stub wavelength keeps
its SV-value of 0, since choosing it requires no conversion when merging
the recovery path to the original path. At the downstream failure ad-
jacent node accordingly, the SV is examined and modiﬁed by adding 1
to the SV-values for all wavelengths except the stub wavelength, since
their choice induces a WC. The SV-values now represent the necessary
WCs at the upstream failure adjacent node, the bypass route and the
downstream failure adjacent node. Afterwards, the wavelength with the
lowest SV-value is chosen and propagated in the Resv message. The
concept of the SV and the stub-aware SV is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.9.
The stub-aware scheme has the advantage that only the failure adjacent
nodes have to modify their behavior, whereas no change of algorithm is
required at intermediate nodes on the restoration path.
4.3.3 Simulation Study
In this study, the eﬀect on the recovery percentage of varying the num-
ber of WCs per node and the network load, when using the standard
LS scheme and the enhanced SV scheme, both with and without stub-
awareness in span restoration, is investigated.
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Figure 4.10: NSFNET used in simulation study.
Topology
We evaluate the schemes' performance in the NSFNET [97], illustrated
in ﬁgure 4.10, using OPNET Modeler [92]. The network consists of 14
nodes and 21 spans, resulting in a nodal degree of 3.14.
Simulation Execution
The network is populated with unidirectional connections with inﬁnite
holding time based on a uniform distribution of the source/destination
pairs until a speciﬁed average network load is reached. The chosen wave-
length assignment scheme is used in both the provisioning and restoration
phase. Once the desired load is reached, a span is failed and recovery
is attempted. If the recovery request experiences blocking, the blocking-
causing span is temporarily removed from the topology database us-
ing the experimental crankback feature [96], before restoration is reat-
tempted. When all connections are either restored or found unrecover-
able, the network is reversed to its pre-failure state before the next span
failure is evaluated. This procedure continues until all possible single
span failures have been simulated.
Scenarios
The LS-based scenarios represent the case where the network nodes sup-
port only standard RSVP-TE protocol objects. In the SV-enabled sce-
nario, it is assumed that all nodes support the SV optional object, and
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the SV is used in both the provisioning and restoration phase. In the
stub-aware scenarios, plain LS or SV is used in the provisioning phase,
since stub-awareness is only relevant during the recovery phase. If sev-
eral equally good wavelength choices exist a ﬁrst-ﬁt tie breaking policy
is applied [91]. An overview of the diﬀerent simulation scenarios is given
in table 4.3. Details of the individual schemes' Label Set composition
and label selection were described in table 4.2.
Table 4.3: Simulation scenarios
Simulation scenario Provisioning scheme Restoration scheme
LS LS LS
Stub-aware LS LS Stub-aware LS
SV SV SV
Stub-aware SV SV Stub-aware SV
4.3.4 Results
All results are obtained by averaging 20 repetitions with diﬀerent random
seeds. The recovery percentage is calculated as the ratio between the
number of recovered connections and the number of aﬀected connection
for each span failure, averaged over all span failures. The error bars show
the conﬁdence intervals at 95% conﬁdence level.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the recovery percentage obtained with a vary-
ing number of WCs per node at a constant average network load of 0.5. If
no WCs are available, the LS and the SV perform the same, whereas the
stub-aware extension for both schemes achieves a better performance.
This is due to the fact that the LS only contains the wavelength that
ensures a wavelength-continuous path on the bypass route and the con-
nection stubs, hence avoiding potential merging issues at the failure ad-
jacent nodes. When more WCs are available the recovery percentage
increases. Also, the SV outperforms the LS in terms of recovery percent-
age. The advantage of the stub-aware modiﬁcation for both the LS and
the SV is especially predominant if WCs are allocated very sparsely, i.e.,
5 or fewer WCs per node. If many WCs are available, they are no longer
the limiting factor, and the diﬀerence between the schemes diminishes.
Figure 4.12 shows how the recovery percentage for the diﬀerent sche-
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Figure 4.11: Recovery percentage with varying number of WCs per node. Average
network load is ﬁxed at 0.5.
mes changes with a varying average network load. There are 5 WCs
available per node. As expected, the recovery percentage decreases when
the average network load is increasing, because more connections are
aﬀected and fewer spare resources are available for recovery purposes.
The stub-aware modiﬁcation gives the highest performance improvement
(compared to the stub-unaware case) at medium load ranges, where the
WCs are the limiting resource for restoration.
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Figure 4.12: Recovery percentage with varying average network load. 5 WCs per
node.
4.3.5 Conclusions on Stub Awareness
The recovery performance of a standard (LS) and WC-saving (SV) wave-
length assignment scheme with and without stub-awareness is evalu-
ated in a GMPLS controlled optical network with limited wavelength-
conversion capability. The recovery percentage is investigated in the
scenario of a single span failure using span restoration. The performance
is compared under varying network load and WC availability. Simula-
tion results show that both the LS and the SV scheme beneﬁt from the
stub-aware modiﬁcation. The modiﬁcation is especially useful, if a lim-
ited number of WCs is available, and at medium load ranges. The SV
scheme outperforms the LS scheme. The stub-aware modiﬁcation of the
SV only has to be executed at the failure adjacent nodes and does not
aﬀect the operation at the intermediate nodes, so the added complexity
is minimal.
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4.4 Recovery in Multi-Domain Networks
4.4.1 Background
In this section, some considerations are provided for extending the SV
scheme to a multi-domain environment with heterogeneous technologies
and administrative policies. Automatically Switched Optical Networks
(ASON) [28] provides a framework to interconnect several GMPLS do-
mains. Such an environment is shown in ﬁgure 4.13, where the interfaces
between GMPLS domains are speciﬁed by External Network-to-Network
Interface (NNI). Topology information is normally not disclosed through
the E-NNI [98]. The reason for this is twofold: ﬁrst, disclosing the rout-
ing information would limit the scalability of the interconnected network
by signiﬁcantly increasing the routing overhead. Second, a network oper-
ator would not disclose his topology information, for competitive reasons
and to avoid exposing weaknesses in the network design. Hence scala-
bility and conﬁdentiality are the key arguments to hide the topology
information. The SV does not breach these conﬁdentiality requirements
since it only contains summarized information. Therefore the informa-
tion contained in the SV cannot be used to derive the other domains'
topologies.
4.4.2 Policies
An issue that arises with multi-domain networks and the SV scheme is
possible unfair WC distribution between the domains. The SV scheme
provides information on the required number of WCs in the available op-
tical paths. The overall number of WCs is useful for the destination node
to choose the wavelength causing fewest conversions overall. An inher-
ent assumption in the SV scheme is that all nodes agree on the optimal
choice of wavelength (i.e., the one leading to minimum wavelength con-
version for the entire path). In a multi-domain environment, the opinion
on the optimal label may diﬀer between domains, since the choice of one
label may minimize the WC usage in one domain at the expense of more
conversions in the other. A malicious neighboring network might choose
a path with unfair distribution of the WCs and a cost model should thus
be agreed between the networks participating in the E-NNI.
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Figure 4.13: Multi-domain network environment.
4.4.3 Multi-Domain Recovery
The lack of routing information ﬂow across E-NNI interfaces poses a
challenge in the backup route computation of span restoration. Nor-
mally, when the working path traverses several domains, the backup
path is computed separately for each domain [45]. For span restoration,
this will obviously cause problems when the failed span connects two
domains. Even if the failed span is entirely within one domain, the best
backup route may go through a second domain. Such a situation is de-
picted in ﬁgure 4.14, where the neighboring domain provides a lower hop
count, which makes this path preferable (any other metric could be used
to decide the most feasible path). However, ﬁnding this path requires
modiﬁcations to the traditional domain-by-domain route computation.
Today the use of a neighboring domain for failure recovery is not used,
however, new approaches for multi-domain inter-operability, as described
in [99], are emerging. Increased cost eﬃciency obtained by using another
network are the main driver for such recovery actions.
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E-NNI
E-NNI
Figure 4.14: Span restoration in single-domain and multi-domain environments.
Restoration through a neighboring network may provide a more cost-eﬃcient solution
in terms of hop count or any other measure.
4.4.4 Evaluation Concept
The impact of the limitation imposed by the E-NNI is in the following
used to deﬁne three simulation scenarios. The simulations have not been
performed yet, but the discussion is presented here to guide and illustrate
future work. The scenarios diﬀer on the amount of information that
is disclosed from each network through the domain interface. In the
ﬁrst scenario, the reference scenario, both routing and SV information
is disclosed. As such, this scenario is similar to the situation where all
the nodes in question belong to the same administrative domain. The
second scenario is restricted to the current implementations of the E-
NNI [28]. Hence, neither routing nor SV information is passed. Finally,
in the third scenario only the SV information is passed. An overview of
the simulation scenarios is provided in table 4.4.
Scenario 1 should be used for reference only as the scalability and the
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Table 4.4: Multi-domain information disclosure scenarios
Scenario Disclosed information between domains
Scenario 1 Routing and SV information
Scenario 2 None
Scenario 3 SV information
conﬁdentiality issues related to visible topology information cancel the
interest for further implementation. Scenario 2 should be evaluated to
determine the impact of restricting routing and SV information. Finally,
for scenario 3, the performance compared to scenario 2 should be clariﬁed
and the inclusion of the SV information in the signalling protocols should
be considered. In addition, measures to ensure a fair distribution of WC
resources between the involved domains must be agreed upon, either by
strict policies or by cost models.
4.4.5 Conclusions on Multi-Domain Recovery
The previous sections discussed how the SV scheme can be applied to
multi-domain networks with the main goal of multi-domain recovery.
The advantage of using the SV scheme is scalability and non-disclosure
of topological information. When passing SV information between do-
mains, the involved domains must agree on a policy and cost model in
terms of how the obtained information should be used to ensure a fair
distribution of resources (e.g., WCs) throughout the diﬀerent domains.
One could argue that even future optical networks would employ
Optical-Electro-Optical (OEO) conversion at domain boundaries. From
a converter point of view this would render SV passing between domains
obsolete, as the border node could use the OEO conversion to choose the
best wavelength for its domain. However, the concept of the SV can be
extended from carrying WC information to containing traﬃc engineering
information that can be accumulated throughout diﬀerent domains.
4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents several methods that improve the recovery per-
formance through signaling enhancements. Two simulation studies are
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presented. The ﬁrst one allows for a blocking reduction (BR) of resto-
ration requests through spreading of the requests based on their original
wavelength on the failed span. The BR scheme improves the recovery
percentage as well. The second approach avoids WC usage at the failure
adjacent nodes through stub-awareness and thereby solves path merging
issues in span and segment restoration, which has a positive inﬂuence on
the recovery percentage if WCs are limited. Furthermore, the concept of
extending the SV to a multi-domain environment was presented.
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Chapter 5
Stub Release
5.1 Introduction
Stub release refers to freeing the still functioning parts of a connection
that is aﬀected by a failure. In several studies stub release has been
treated within an optimization problem [34, 68, 100, 101]. A given set of
working and backup connections must be routed in the network in such
a way that the total used capacity is minimized, depending on whether
stub release is used or not. An overview of diﬀerent approaches for
capacity usage optimization for path protection is given in [102]. These
studies show that stub release can increase the capacity eﬃciency but
that the actual beneﬁt is dependent on the studied network scenario.
The main reason why the eﬀect of stub release is small in these studies
is that all connections are known beforehand and can be routed oﬀ-line
aiming at capacity minimization.
This situation is diﬀerent from the scenario investigated here, where
predeﬁned network resources and dynamic connection arrival and recov-
ery are considered. A tradeoﬀ between the potentially higher recovery
percentages and the operational complexity of failure location detection,
signalling and reversion for the use of stub release emerges. Ideally, the
drawbacks of stub release could be avoided without penalizing restorabil-
ity. In this chapter, two methods are presented that seek this goal. The
ﬁrst one substitutes the need for stub release by using an enhanced wave-
length assignment scheme, while the second method modiﬁes traditional
stub release to exclusively release node resources.
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5.2 Full Stub Release
5.2.1 Motivation
In this section, the recovery percentage for a converter-saving wavelength
assignment scheme (i.e., Suggested Vector (SV) [9,16]) is compared to a
simple wavelength assignment scheme with and without stub release, in
order to investigate if the drawbacks of stub release can be avoided by
using intelligent wavelength assignment.
5.2.2 Releasing Span and Node Resources
In this study, local-to-egress restoration is used as recovery method. This
means that stub release is performed by letting the downstream failure
adjacent node send teardown messages towards each aﬀected connec-
tion's destination node. Upon reception of such a message each node
frees the stub's labels and Wavelength Converters (WCs), if used. These
resources are now available for establishing restoration paths. The prin-
ciple of stub release in a network equipped with WCs is illustrated in
ﬁgure 5.1. Due to the freeing of resources, a better restoration success
rate is expected when stub release is used, especially when available
labels and WCs are limited. The question remains whether a more so-
phisticated label assignment scheme (i.e., the SV) can achieve the same
performance without using stub release. If yes, then the drawbacks of
stub release can be avoided without sacriﬁcing restorability.
5.2.3 Simulation Study
The restoration eﬃciency of the SV scheme compared to the simple No
Preference (NP)1 scheme with and without stub release applied to local-
to-egress restoration is evaluated. The SV scheme for local-to-egress
restoration is shown in ﬁgure 5.2. From the upstream failure adjacent
node, the Label Set (LS) and the SV are propagated towards the con-
nection's destination. Along the restoration path, the SV is updated
when WCs are required and the destination node can then choose the
1Further details on these wavelengths assignment schemes can be found in Ap-
pendix B.2.
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Figure 5.1: Restoration of the connection shown at the top with and without stub
release. Bold spans are fully occupied. Solid line denotes working path. Dashed lines
denote restoration path. The numbers in some nodes state the number of free WC's.
A WC is required at the nodes with yellow background.
label requiring fewest WCs along the route and signal this in its Resv
messages.
Scenarios
Four diﬀerent scenarios are evaluated:
1. NP: Connections are setup and restored with the NP label assign-
ment scheme. Stub labels and WCs are not released.
2. NP Stub Release: Connections are setup and restored with the
NP scheme. When a failure occurs and before initiating restoration
requests, stub release is performed (i.e., freeing the connections
labels and WC on the non-failed spans).
3. SV: Connections are setup and restored with the SV label assign-
ment scheme. Stub labels and WCs are not released.
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Figure 5.2: Suggested Vector used in local-to-egress restoration.
4. SV Stub Release: Connections are setup and restored with the
SV label assignment scheme. Stub labels and WCs are released.
Evaluated Topologies
The simulations are carried out in OPNET Modeler [92] and evaluated
in the NSFNET [97] and the Pan-European triangular topology net-
work [93,94]. The network topologies are illustrated in ﬁgure 5.3 and 5.4,
respectively. The number of nodes, spans and the nodal degree for both
network topologies are illustrated in table 5.1.
Topology Nodes Spans Nodal Degree
NSFNET 14 22 3.14
Pan-European 28 61 4.36
Table 5.1: Evaluated network topologies.
The simulation process is the same as described in chapter 3 and
chapter 4, except for the fact that stub release actions may be per-
formed before restoration is attempted. Each span has a capacity of 10
wavelengths (i.e., labels) in each direction. The network is incrementally
populated with unidirectional connections of inﬁnite holding time up to
a given average network load (0.4 to 0.6). Each connection occupies one
wavelength. The connections are uniformly distributed over all source-
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Figure 5.3: NSFNET network topology.
Figure 5.4: Pan-European triangular topology network.
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destination pairs in the network. When the desired load is reached, stub
release may be executed. The spans are failed consecutively, meaning
that the network is reverted to its pre-failure state before the next span
failure is simulated.
5.2.4 Results
The results in ﬁgure 5.5 and ﬁgure 5.6 show the recovery percentages
for the NSFNET and the Pan-European network, respectively. Results
calculated with a conﬁdence interval of 95% conﬁdence level over 40
random seeds. The recovery percentage decreases at increasing network
load, since more connections are aﬀected by the failure and they must
share fewer residual resources. The NP scheme allows for a higher res-
toration percentage when stub release is enabled, compared to when no
stub resources are freed. The NP scheme may assign labels in an ineﬃ-
cient manner, resulting in a high WC usage per connection. This leaves
few WCs for the restoration process, meaning that the possibility for
successful connection restoration is diminished especially when WCs are
sparse. If the stubs are released, these resources can be used during the
restoration process and more connections can be restored.
More importantly, we see that the SV scheme without using stub re-
lease gives a better restoration success rate than both NP and NP with
stub release. This is due to the fact that the SV scheme assigns labels
in a converter-saving manner, providing more WCs for the restoration
process, hence allowing more connections to be restored. The inﬂuence
of the network topology on the recovery percentage can be seen by com-
paring ﬁgure 5.5 and ﬁgure 5.6. For the NSFNET topology, the recovery
percentage for SV compared to NP with stub release is relatively in-
creased by approximately 15%.2 For the Pan-European topology, the
increase is in the order of 25%. The combination of SV with stub release
has also been investigated. In this case however, stub release only pro-
vides a small performance increase, which does not really justify adding
the additional complexity to the restoration process.
2calculated as:
mean rec. % (SV) - mean rec. % (NPwithStubRel)
mean rec. % (NPwithStubRel) , averaged over all loads
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Figure 5.5: NSFNET recovery percentages for varying loads. 5 WCs per node.
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Figure 5.6: Pan-European network recovery percentages for varying loads. 5 WCs
per node.
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Figure 5.7: NSFNET recovery percentages for varying WCs per node. The network
load is ﬁxed at 0.5.
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Figure 5.8: Pan-European triangular topology network recovery percentages for
varying WCs per node. The network load is ﬁxed at 0.5.
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Figure 5.7 and ﬁgure 5.8 illustrate the recovery percentages of the
diﬀerent schemes when varying the number of WCs that are available in
the nodes, while the load is kept constant at 0.5. It can be seen that the
SV scheme is especially useful in a situation where WCs are limited. If
numerous WCs are available the advantage diminishes, which is due to
the fact that the WCs no longer are the limiting factor. In turn, the span
resources are now the limiting factor for successful recovery. Hence, all
four schemes converge to an upper limit where adding more WCs does not
improve the restoration behavior. At this saturated state, the schemes
with stub release achieve a higher restoration percentage than the ones
without, because their restoration process can make use of the freed
span resources. The eﬀect of stub release in a span limited network is
predominant in the NSFNET topology, while the Pan-European beneﬁts
from its dense topology to provide more path alternatives. Also, it can
be noted that the span limitation occurs at fewer WCs per node in the
NSFNET topology compared to the Pan-European topology, which is
again due to their topological characteristics.
5.2.5 Conclusions on Full Stub Release
The simulation results presented in this section show that the SV scheme
without stub release outperforms the NP scheme with and without stub
release. This means that the SV scheme is a good candidate for provision-
ing and local-to-egress restoration when the drawbacks of stub release
must be avoided without sacriﬁcing restorability. The best performance
is expected when combining the SV with stub release, since the SV is ad-
vantageous at few WCs while stub release shows its beneﬁts at few span
resources. The simulation results have however shown that the recovery
gain of adding stub release to the SV scheme is only in the order of a few
percent in sparsely connected networks and negligible in dense topolo-
gies. When considering the complexity stub release adds to the recovery
and reversion cycle, the beneﬁt of adding stub release to the SV scheme
is questionable. Summing up, a more eﬃcient label assignment scheme
(performed through proper control plane enhancements, i.e., adding the
optional SV object) can signiﬁcantly increase restoration percentages,
even without resorting to stub release actions.
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5.3 Nodal Stub Release
5.3.1 Motivation
To setup a lightpath in a wavelength convertible network, two resources
must be considered: the span resources (i.e., the wavelength channels)
and the node resources (i.e., wavelength-converters). The conﬁguration
of wavelength channels in a dynamic network environment requires sig-
nalling between the end nodes. In contrast, WCs are managed locally
in each node. WCs are costly components and therefore several studies
deal with WC placement minimization. In [73] and [74], the Shared
Risk Link Group (SRLG) concept was expanded to cover node resources
as well, meaning that several backup paths could share for example an
Optical-Electro-Optical (OEO), and not just span capacity. The work
in [83] and the results presented in section 5.2 show that WCs play an
important role in the restoration process, as their exhaustion severely di-
minishes the chance of successful recovery. As stated in section 5.1, the
eﬀect of stub release on the total capacity usage for oﬀ-line provisioning
has been investigated, but conversion limitations are not considered in
these studies. The study presented addresses the challenge of making
highly scarce and needed nodal resources, such as WCs, available for the
restoration process.
5.3.2 Concept and Operation
Due to the high price of WCs, it is a realistic assumption that only a
limited number of these components is provided in the network nodes.
Few WCs create a bottleneck situation for the WCs. A nodal stub re-
lease method where only nodal resources (i.e., WCs) are released during
the stub release operation is described in this section. The basic con-
cept of nodal stub release is that during the stub release phase only
node resources are released into the spare capacity pool, while span re-
sources are not released. The nodal stub release method provides access
to highly demanded WCs during the recovery phase and simpliﬁes the
reversion process as re-negotiation of span resources is avoided. A node
architecture where the WCs are shared in a per-node converter bank [36]
provides high ﬂexibility in terms of accessing WCs through diﬀerent in-
put ports. The node architecture is illustrated in ﬁgure 5.9, and used
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Figure 5.9: Node architecture with shared converter bank.
in the presented study. The closest related work found is the study
in [73,74], where node resources are shared as an extension of the SRLG
concept for oﬀ-line optimization. This diﬀers from the nodal stub re-
lease approach, where the node resources are only released (or shared
in other words) after the failure has occurred. Furthermore, the nodal
stub release concept is evaluated in a dynamic network scenario without
preplanned oﬀ-line optimization.
Complication of the reversion phase due to cross-entanglement is one
of the major challenges faced by stub release and lead to the development
of stub reuse, as described in section 5.1. Stub reuse locks the released
resource conﬁguration to a particular connection in such a way that a
given connection may only reuse its own released resources. In this way,
cross-entanglement is avoided. These restrictions can however lead to a
situation where the locking of resources impairs the restoration process.
An example is illustrated in the upper part of ﬁgure 5.10, where the last
available WC is locked to a stub reuse conﬁguration, which hinders the
recovery of the connection, as wavelengths which match the WC state
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(bottom). Nodes with color transitions denote the WC state. Solid lines mark used
capacity, dashed lines is released capacity. Black solid lines denote fully occupied
spans. Free wavelengths and WC are denoted at spans and nodes where relevant.
are not free.
Nodal stub release intrinsically avoids cross-entanglement of span
resources since they are not released, but the method does not avoid
cross-entanglement of WCs. If the use of released WCs is constrained to
a connection's own pre-failure WCs, the cross-entanglement situation is
avoided. In that case, the nodal stub release concept is similar to the
one of stub reuse, but has greater ﬂexibility, since the node resources
can be accessed from many spans. Several options exist on how tight the
released WCs should be locked to their pre-failure situation. In the freest
condition, the WC may convert between all possible wavelengths at all
ports, as long as it is used for the recovery of the particular connection
that released it. Under stricter conditions, the WC must still convert
between the same wavelengths, but from diﬀerent input ports or ﬁbers.
An example where nodal stub release leads to a successful recovery in
contrast to stub reuse is shown at the bottom of ﬁgure 5.10.
The concept of nodal stub release and reversion is shown in ﬁg-
ure 5.11. To perform nodal stub release, a notiﬁcation message is propa-
gated from the failure adjacent node (towards the destination node, and
possibly source node, depending on the used restoration method), which
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instructs the nodes along the route to release the WCs of the failure af-
fected lightpaths, while the span resources remain occupied. The released
WCs can then be used by restoration requests to restore lightpaths.
Once the failed span is repaired, the traﬃc is reverted to its original
paths. While full stub release requires re-provisioning and re-signaling of
the working path and tear-down of the recovery path, nodal stub release
only entails tear-down of the recovery path, since the span resources have
not been released and the originally used WCs become available by re-
leasing the recovery path. Implementation details depend on the network
architecture and the used protocol, and alarm suppression mechanisms
must be used during the reversion phase to prevent that the temporary
connection interruption is treated as a failure.
5.3.3 Simulation Study
This study investigates how the nodal stub release method performs in a
dynamic restoration study in three networks with limited WC availabil-
ity. Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) control plane
signaling is used with standard protocol extensions (i.e., the LS) [87].
Local-to-egress is used as restoration method, which combines the ad-
vantages of the well-known span and path restoration methods, such as
short notiﬁcation time and high resource eﬃciency [62]. The simulation
procedure is the same as in section 5.2, with the addition of the nodal
stub release method.
Scenarios
The following stub release methods are compared:
1. No stub release: The stubs' span and node resources (i.e., WCs)
are kept occupied during restoration.
2. Full stub release: Both the stubs' span resources and the corre-
sponding WCs are released.
3. Nodal stub release: Only the stubs' WCs are released, the span
resources are kept occupied.
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Figure 5.12: German network topology
Evaluated Topologies
The recovery performance is evaluated in three network topologies using
OPNET Modeler [92]: the NSFNET [97], the Pan-European triangular
topology network [93, 94] and a German network [103]. The NSFNET
and Pan-European topologies were illustrated in ﬁgure 5.3 and ﬁgure 5.4
on page 83, while the German network topology is depicted in ﬁg 5.12.
The network properties are shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Network topologies.
Network Nodes Spans Nodal degree
German 11 33 6.00
NSFNET 14 22 3.14
Pan-EU 28 61 4.36
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5.3.4 Results
In ﬁgure 5.13 - 5.15, the recovery percentage is illustrated for a vary-
ing number of WCs per node, while the average network load is kept
constant at 0.5. These results focus on the performance of nodal stub
release relative to full and no stub release, rather than the absolute re-
covery percentages, which are dependent on external factors such as span
dimensioning and WC distribution. For all three networks, if 0 WCs are
available in the nodes, the nodal stub release scheme and the no stub
release scheme have the same performance, which is expected. In the
Pan-European and the NSFNET topology the full stub release scheme,
where also span resources are released, slightly outperforms the other
schemes, while the improvement is negligible for the German network.
The highest recovery percentages are achieved in the German network
(the densest tested topology), as shown in ﬁgure 5.13. The nodal stub
release scheme equals the full stub release scheme, while the no stub
release scheme achieves lower performance. If more than 10 WCs are
available per node, all three schemes achieve the same performance, since
the abundance of WCs and multiple recovery path options due to a high
nodal degree compensate for the occupied resources.
Results for the NSFNET (the sparsest tested topology) are shown
in ﬁgure 5.14. If few WCs are available, the nodal stub release method
achieves a recovery percentage close to the one of full stub release, while
the no stub release method has considerably lower performance. This is
due to the fact that WCs are a limiting factor for successful recovery,
and the nodal stub release scheme makes them available. When many
WCs per node are provided, they are no longer the limiting factor, and
full stub release, which can also release span resources, obtains better
performance.
In ﬁgure 5.15 Pan-European network, results are similar to ﬁgure 5.14,
but the network gets span-limited at more WCs per node due to its larger
size. The strength of the nodal stub release scheme is especially domi-
nant when WCs are sparse: nodal stub release can signiﬁcantly increase
the restoration percentage compared to the case of no stub release, while
only a minor performance penalty compared to full stub release is ob-
servable.
Figure 5.16 depicts the recovery percentage as a function of the net-
work load for the NSFNET. The number of WCs per node is ﬁxed to
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Figure 5.13: German network with varying number of WCs. Average network load
is 0.5.
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Figure 5.14: NSFNET with varying number of WCs. Average network load is 0.5.
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Figure 5.15: Pan-European network with varying number of WCs.Average network
load is 0.5.
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Figure 5.16: NSFNET with varying network load. 5 WC deployed at each node.
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5. At all loads, nodal and full stub release achieve better recovery per-
centages than no stub release. At low loads, the nodal and full stub
release methods achieve the same performance, because span resources
are widely available. As the network load increases, the performance of
the nodal stub release method approaches the no stub release method's
performance, as restoration success now mainly depends on the avail-
ability of span resources.
Results for the recovery percentage under varying load conditions for
the German and Pan-European topologies are still under construction,
but similar tendencies as in the NSFNET are expected.
5.3.5 Conclusions on Nodal Stub Release
The simulation results show that the nodal stub release method performs
well in both dense and sparse topologies and is especially useful when
WCs are sparse in low-medium loaded networks. Under these conditions,
the scheme matches the performance of full stub release, and it always
matches or outperforms the no stub release scheme. Furthermore, nodal
stub release avoids re-signaling of span resources and hence facilitates the
control plane load. Further studies are ongoing to quantify the inﬂuence
of constraining the released resources to their pre-failure connections.
5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the beneﬁts and drawbacks of stub release have been
discussed, which illustrates a tradeoﬀ between capacity eﬃciency and
complexity. Two simulation studies have been conducted in converter-
limited networks. The ﬁrst one avoids the need for stub release by saving
WCs through a sophisticated wavelength assignment scheme without res-
toration percentage reduction. The second study is based on the idea of
making the scarce WC resources available in the recovery phase while
still allowing fast and simple reversion to the pre-failure network con-
ﬁguration. Both methods have shown to give good performance from a
restoration point of view, and they also have the potential to ease the
load on the control plane. While the advantages of the proposed sche-
mes have already been demonstrated, further work is required to quantify
their beneﬁts under varying network conditions.
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Chapter 6
Resilient Network Design
6.1 Introduction
Network design with the goal of capacity minimization has been the focus
of much research in the area of network survivability. Some of the early
studies are based on the max-ﬂow min-cut approach [104], where Lin-
ear Program (LP) formulations were presented for spare capacity place-
ment [105]. A basic idea of assigning spare capacity based on a set of
restoration trails of all spans one at a time was presented in [106].
Based on operations research two main optimization strategies exist:
either the working paths for all connections are allocated before the spare
capacity is considered (Spare Capacity Allocation (SCA)); or a joint
optimization of working and spare capacity is executed (Joint Capacity
Allocation (JCA)) [34, 100, 107]. Joint optimization can provide total
capacity improvements for most types of networks [107], while for others
it oﬀers little improvement over separate optimization [101].
This chapter presents two SCA studies. In section 6.2, an iterative
span capacity upgrading study is presented. Section 6.3 describes a re-
covery method based on local-to-egress protection, where all recovery
requests towards the same destination node are bundled to use the same
route. Section 6.4 summarizes the ﬁndings of this chapter.
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6.2 Design of Protected Networks with
Modular Capacity
6.2.1 Background
Identifying the best possible resource allocation is complicated by the
fact that some capacity units are modular, meaning that they can only
be assigned as chunks of a certain size, such as Synchronous Digital
Hierarchy (SDH) modules [26] or Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
systems with a certain number of wavelengths. The modularity compli-
cates network optimization problems and increases the network cost due
to modularity-related over-provisioning. An example is shown in [108],
where modelling with modularity constraints results in less overhead (i.e.,
assigned, but not used) capacity with increments of 1 than when larger
modularity increments are used. Previously, it was a common approach
to compute the needed spare capacity for all spans, and then round up to
the next modular value [34]. But in [107, 109], modularity is taken into
consideration already in the design formulation. In [107], two approaches
are presented. The ﬁrst one is a modularity aware spare capacity place-
ment, where the working path is routed ﬁrst and then the sum of the
working and spare capacities are modularized. The second one employs
a joint approach, where the working path may deviate from its shortest
path to coordinate with other paths in terms of ﬁlling up modules, which
gives overall capacity savings.
The work presented in this section deals with iterative span upgrad-
ing steps for allocating modular spare capacity for restoration, i.e., SCA.
The goal is not capacity optimization as such, but ﬁnding a simple com-
parison of the inﬂuence of the upgrading step size and the path selection
algorithms. Iterative upgrading based on path selection of a maximum
ﬂow minimum cut approach [104, 110] is compared to a shortest path
approach [95, 111]. The upgrading modularities used in this work are
based on SDH module size because the work was done in collaboration
with Tellabs Denmark A/S, who has a strong portfolio of SDH equip-
ment. The results presented here can however be generalized to any
modular capacity network, such as a WDM network. SCA is executed,
meaning that all working connections are routed before spare capacity
is allocated. The modularity requirement is fulﬁlled by rounding up.
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The spare capacity is allocated based on the restoration requirements
of all span failures in the network. The failure of the individual spans
is ordered, meaning that the network is suﬃciently upgraded to recover
all traﬃc demands before the next span failure is simulated. The study
is carried out for two path selection algorithms, two upgrade sizes and
the case where additional spans are added to the network for restoration
purposes.
6.2.2 Restoration Path Computation
Mesh restoration has been shown to require considerably less redundant
capacity than rings in order to provide full restoration against any single
span failure [112], and is hence chosen as the recovery method to be inves-
tigated in this study. Path restoration is chosen for this study, because
it operates at the granularity of the individual connection and therefore
provides high bandwidth eﬃciency [26]. The scenarios investigated in
this study are based on the assumption that a given set of connections
are routed in a network in the best possible way, but without surviv-
ability in mind. The case of a single span failure is considered, where
the restoration path is computed after the failure has occurred. Resto-
ration paths are chosen based on the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [110,113]
and the Dijkstra algorithm [95,111], which are described in the following
sections.
Ford-Fulkerson Method
The ﬁrst restoration method is based on the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm
that ﬁnds ﬂow augmenting paths through a network [104, 110, 113]. A
ﬂow augmenting path is a path that has enough free capacity to accom-
modate another ﬂow thereby increasing the total ﬂow between a source
and destination pair. It is based on the max-ﬂow min-cut theorem which
is used to ﬁnd the maximum ﬂow over a minimum capacity cut, iden-
tifying a bottleneck in a network. The graph can be thought of as a
network of pipes, where as much material should be pumped from the
source to the destination without exceeding the capacity of any pipe. A
ﬂow from source to destination assigns each span a value, which is larger
than zero, but smaller than or equal to the capacity of the span. At each
intermediate node, the ﬂow entering must be equal to the ﬂow leaving
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the node. A cut on a graph is composed of a set of spans, such that every
path from a source to a destination passes through at least one span of
the cut. If the spans of the cut are taken out of the graph, the source and
the destination nodes are no longer connected. The capacity of the cut
is the sum of the capacities of all spans on the cut. The max ﬂow-min
cut theorem states that the maximum amount of a ﬂow is equal to the
capacity of a minimal cut. There may be several ﬂows which have the
maximum amount of ﬂow, and there may be several cuts with minimal
value [104].
The Ford-Fulkerson algorithm can be used to ﬁnd the max ﬂow and
min cut from source to destination in a transport network. The value
of the max ﬂow from source to destination is equal to the capacity of
a source-destination cut with minimal capacity. The Ford-Fulkerson
method consists of the following operations:
1. Set the ﬂow in each span to zero.
2. Find a ﬂow augmenting path from source to destination through
the network (a path with free capacity available).
3. Increase the ﬂow along the ﬂow augmenting path with the maxi-
mum value that can be carried along the diﬀerent spans.
4. Go back to step 2.
A special version of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm only traverses a
span if it has free capacity on the span leaving the node, meaning that
negative ﬂow is not considered [110]. In ﬁgure 6.1, an example network
is shown, where the numbers on the span denote "Capacity/Flow". The
goal is to ﬁnd ﬂow augmenting paths between node 1 and node 8, and
to identify the cut set. In ﬁgure 6.2, all these paths are shown, and the
cut is identiﬁed at node 1 (marked with a red star). The accumulated
maximum ﬂow (15 in the example) is equal to the capacity of the cut.
The ﬂow augmenting paths and the cut are shown in the network in
ﬁgure 6.3. The cut runs between nodes out of which no more capacity
is available and therefore one of the spans on the cut must be upgraded
if more traﬃc should be accommodated between node 1 and node 8.
In this example the network is fully occupied and therefore the cut is
located around the source node.
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capacity has a value.
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Figure 6.1: Example network. Notation on spans is "Capacity/Flow".
Iteration Flow augmenting path Flow along path
1 1 6 4 5 8 0 0 0 3
2 1 6 4 2 3 5 7 8 2
3 1 6 5 7 8 0 0 0 2
4 1 6 7 8 0 0 0 0 1
5 1 2 3 8 0 0 0 0 4
6 1 2 3 5 7 8 0 0 1
7 1 4 2 3 5 7 8 0 1
8 1 4 5 7 8 0 0 0 1
9 problem =
dead end
ans =
here we have a min cut at source
ans =
Marked nodes with spare cap before cut:
ans =
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
accmaxflow =
15
ans =
Figure 6.2: Flow augmenting paths and cut identiﬁcation. The column "Flow
augmenting path" speciﬁes the route, while "Flow along path" speciﬁes the size of
the ﬂow.
For this study, the original Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is modiﬁed in
such a way that only ﬂows which have at least the size of the traﬃc
demand for each connection are considered. The ﬂow augmenting paths
are therefore the paths where a demand can be routed from the source
to the destination. The ﬁrst identiﬁed ﬂow augmenting path is used as
a restoration path.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of ﬂows and cut. Red star denotes last marked node. Cut
is illustrated by red dashed line.
Dijkstra Method
The second method is based on the Dijkstra algorithm for ﬁnding the
shortest path between the source node and the other nodes in a network
based on a weighted graph. The main idea of the Dijkstra algorithm
is to keep identifying the closest nodes from the source node in order of
increasing path cost. At the ﬁrst iteration, the algorithm ﬁnds the closest
node from the source node. At the second iteration, the algorithm ﬁnds
the second-closest node from the source node. This node must either be
a neighbor to the source node or to the node that was identiﬁed as the
closest node in the ﬁrst iteration; else there is a closer node. At the third
iteration, the closest node has to be a neighbor of the ﬁrst two closest
nodes, etc. If two nodes can be the closest node because they have
the same value, the closest node can be chosen randomly. Additional
information about the Dijkstra algorithm can be found in [34,110,111].
6.2.3 Span Upgrading Strategies
Upgrading Steps
Two diﬀerent approaches for upgrading a span are investigated and si-
mulated with the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm and the Dijkstra algorithm
for ﬁnding end-to-end restoration paths. The ﬁrst method consists of
i
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upgrading the span capacity by inserting a larger SDH module at the
adjacent nodes, which upgrades each span to four times its capacity (Syn-
chronous Transport Module (STM)-16 → STM-64 → STM-256). This
method will be referred to as "x4 capacity" upgrade in the following sec-
tions. The second method is applicable when WDM systems are used
in the underlying layer. The upgrades are made by taking up an extra
wavelength in a WDM system. If the original capacity of the span is
e.g., STM-64, the next steps are 128 → 192 → 256. This method will
be referred to as "+own capacity" upgrade in the remaining sections.
Furthermore, a simulation where additional spans are added to the net-
work in the beginning of the upgrading procedure is carried out. It is
evaluated with both the "x4 capacity" and the "+own capacity" span
upgrading strategies. Each upgrading step counts as a span upgrade.
Span Upgrades with Ford-Fulkerson Method
When a connection is aﬀected by a span failure, the algorithm searches
the network for ﬂow augmenting paths between the connections' end
nodes. The aim is to use the ﬂow augmenting path as a restoration path.
If no such paths can be found (i.e., the connection is not restorable), the
algorithm searches until it reaches a node which does not have enough
free capacity available on its outgoing span(s) and thereby is a dead end.
If several spans leave the node, the decision of which one of them should
be upgraded ﬁrst is made according to the following decision steps:
1. Upgrade the span leading to the node which has the shortest dis-
tance (hops) to the destination.
2. If there are several possibilities, upgrade the span with the lowest
capacity.
3. If there are several possibilities, upgrade the span with the highest
utilization (least amount of free capacity).
With this method the spans are upgraded in an iterative manner,
meaning that only one span is upgraded at a time and then restoration
is retried.
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Span Upgrades with Dijkstra Method
To restore a connection, the Dijkstra algorithm ﬁnds the shortest path
with available capacity from source to destination. If a connection is not
restorable, the necessary spans to upgrade need to be identiﬁed. With
the Dijkstra method, the algorithm calculates a shortest path that only
depends on the hop count; whether free capacity actually is available on
the used links is not considered at ﬁrst. When the shortest path is found,
the algorithm identiﬁes the spans whose capacity needs to be upgraded
to accommodate the connection. Thus several spans that need upgrad-
ing can be found in one program iteration with the Dijkstra method,
whereas the Ford-Fulkerson method only allows upgrading of one span
per iteration.
6.2.4 Path Restoration Simulation
Provisioning Phase
The ﬁrst step in a network restoration simulation is to decide on a ref-
erence network and to provision the working connections. Figure 6.4 il-
lustrates the examined network, which is based on information obtained
from Tellabs. It consists of 17 nodes and 27 links and it has a nodal
degree of 3.2. A total of 24 bidirectional connections are setup in the
network at Virtual Circuit (VC)-4 level [60]. The traﬃc demands can
be seen in ﬁgure 6.5. The primary connections are routed by using the
built-in OSPF [114] protocol in OPNET [92]. It is assumed that the
bidirectional traﬃc is routed along the same path for both directions.
Consequently, only one direction must be calculated. The connection
end node with the lower id is chosen as the starting point of the route
calculation and is hence called the source. A sample of these paths is
shown in ﬁgure 6.6.
All spans are assigned equal cost, meaning that the shortest path is
equal to the path with the lowest hop count. The average hop count
for the primary connections is 2.6 hops. The total traﬃc on all spans
in the network sums up to 1202 VC-4s. For all connections, statistics
are kept on how much traﬃc is assigned to each span. Based on these
traﬃc assignments, the individual spans can be dimensioned by rounding
the capacity to the smallest possible module that fulﬁls the capacity
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Figure 6.4: Reference network.
requirements [107] according to the following criteria:
• 0 < VC-4 traﬃc ≤ 16: results in an STM-16
• 16 < VC-4 traﬃc ≤ 64: results in an STM-64
• 64 < VC-4 traﬃc ≤ 256: results in an STM-256
This dimensioning results in a network capacity of 2352 STM units,
which is needed to accommodate the total of 1202 VC-4 stated in the
traﬃc demands, which can be seen in ﬁgure 6.7. This means that only
51% of the total capacity allocated in the network is actually used for
traﬃc when the network operates in a failure free condition. So in case of
a failure, the overhead capacity is available for restoration purposes. It
is therefore expected that the overhead obtained from dimensioning the
original network could be used to provide restoration paths for a large
number of the connections, but preliminary simulations [115] have shown
that this is not enough due to the following two reasons. First, even
though a large amount of free capacity is available in the network, it is not
necessarily located at the appropriate location from a restoration point of
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FROM 
/TO
(8) (7) (4) (3) (1) (12) (15) (6) (17) (2) (9) (10) (11) (13) (14) (16) (5)
(8) X 32 18 20
(7) 32 X 12 
(4) X 20 28 18
(3) X 20 12 20
(1) 20 X 24 12
(12) 12 X 18 24
(15) 20 X 20
(6) 18 24 X 18 16
(17) 12 X 20
(2) 18 X 24
(9) 28 18 X 20 28
(10) 24 X 12
(11) 12 24 20 X 18
(13) 20 20 X 20
(14) 20 12 X
(16) 18 18 X
(5) 20 16 28 20 X
Figure 6.5: Bidirectional traﬃc demands.
view. Second, six of the nodes only have a connectivity of two. If one of
these two links fails, only one span can be used for restoration purposes,
which causes bottlenecks if the remaining span is under-dimensioned.
Therefore, span upgrades are required to provide full restoration.
Selection of Span Failure Scenario
The connections in the network can be aﬀected by diﬀerent span failures
and each failure results in another group of spans requiring upgrades.
At the end of the simulation, all connections should be restorable in
any failure scenario. Since this simulation is based on iterative failure
evaluation and upgrading, a decision regarding the order of the failure
simulations must be made. In this study, the connection carrying the
largest amount traﬃc is restored ﬁrst, based on the assumption that
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Figure 6.6: Example of OSPF simulation in OPNET. Blue arrow is the shortest
path between 9-12 and red arrow between 2-6.
a smaller connection might be restorable from the overhead caused by
a span upgrade originating from the restoration of a larger connection.
Hence, the span failure scenario is chosen in the following order1:
1. Choose the largest connection. Choose a span failure that aﬀects
it.
2. If more than one connection contains the same amount of traﬃc,
choose the working connection with the lowest hop count. Choose
a span failure that aﬀects it.
1Other orderings are also possible, but have not been evaluated here.
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Total VC-4 Traffic 140 28 40 52 44 12 56 98 38 66 16 60 30 20
STM-Unit 256 64 64 64 64 16 64 256 64 256 16 64 64 64
For Span 7-8 4-8 3-4 2-3 1-2 1-9 8-9 2-8 4-5 5-7 5-6 6-7 7-16 15-16 
Total VC-4 Traffic 20 52 50 72 24 50 50 24 38 50 12 20 40 1202
STM-Unit 64 64 64 256 64 64 64 64 64 64 16 64 64 2352
For Span 14-15 14-17 16-17 8-17 8-10 9-10 10-11 11-12 10-12 10-17 12-17 12-13 13-14 
All 
Spans
Figure 6.7: Rounding of traﬃc demands.
3. If several spans have the same traﬃc and the same hop count, fail
the span that carries most connections.
4. If several spans have the same amount of connections, fail the span
with the highest capacity value.
By following these steps, a prioritized list of span failure scenarios is
obtained to enter into the simulation.
Restoration Simulation
The restoration simulation is carried out in MATLAB [116]. The ba-
sic procedure consists of the steps illustrated in ﬁgure 6.8, independent
of which restoration method and span upgrading strategy is used. The
steps with yellow background are speciﬁc to the restoration method, i.e.,
Ford-Fulkerson or Dijkstra. Green steps are related to the upgrading
method, i.e., "x4 capacity", "+own capacity". The input to the sim-
ulation is the number of the failed span. The ﬁrst step is to set the
capacity of the failed span to zero. Then, the aﬀected connections are
identiﬁed. Stub release2 is executed for these connections, which means
that the capacity they occupy on the span they traverse is made avail-
able. Connections that do not experience failures may not be re-routed
during the recovery phase. This gives less freedom and therefore higher
capacity usage than in a complete re-routing case, but makes the opera-
tion simpler [18]. According to the procedure described in section 6.2.4
the largest aﬀected connection is identiﬁed and the restoration method
(Ford-Fulkerson or Dijkstra) is called to ﬁnd a restoration path. The up-
stream and the downstream directions of a connection are routed along
2Details on stub release can be found in chapter 5.
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the same path, so only one direction needs to be calculated. If the con-
nection is restorable, it is setup via the identiﬁed backup route, which
means that capacity is occupied at the relevant spans. If the connec-
tion is not restorable, the appropriate spans are upgraded according to
the description section 6.2.3. For one connection, several iterations are
normally necessary in the Ford-Fulkerson method to identify the spans
requiring upgrades, whereas all spans that need upgrading are found in
one iteration with the Dijkstra method. It should be noted that the loca-
tion of the upgrade capacity diﬀers between the Ford-Fulkerson method
and the Dijkstra method due to their diﬀerent choice of restoration path.
If there are more aﬀected connections, they are restored after the same
principle. If the current connection is the last one aﬀected, the simula-
tion of that particular span failure is ﬁnished. The starting point for the
next failure simulation is the reference network with its original traﬃc
connections in place, i.e., the network is reverted to its pre-failure state.
Adding Additional Spans
In the basic span upgrading strategies "x4 capacity" and "+own capac-
ity" only existing links are upgraded and no additional spans are added
once the restoration process has begun. The question is whether pro-
viding extra spans to the network results in the restoration possibility
of more connections, which means that fewer upgrades are required, re-
sulting in less overhead. When looking at the reference network shown
in ﬁgure 6.4, it can be seen that six nodes only are connected via two
links. This makes them very vulnerable to a span failure, because if one
of the adjacent spans fails, only one span remains as a choice for the res-
toration path. Therefore, the nodes with the lowest connectivity (here,
only two adjacent spans) are supplied with an extra span for restora-
tion purposes. These spans are only available in the restoration phase,
meaning that the working connections are routed in the original network
to allow comparison with the previous simulations. The new topology
is illustrated in ﬁgure 6.9, where the four additional links are shown as
dashed lines3. As a starting point, the additional spans are dimensioned
3It should be noted that in a real network environment other factors such as
geographical location, network policies and cost must be included into the decision
process on where to add spans.
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Figure 6.8: Restoration simulation procedure. Steps with yellow background are
restoration method speciﬁc. Steps with green background are upgrading method
speciﬁc.
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to STM-16, which is the smallest value used in the original network. The
restoration procedure is the same as described in section 6.2.4.
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Figure 6.9: Reference network with additional links (dashed).
6.2.5 Simulation Results
After all upgrades are performed, all connections in the network can be
restored after any single span failure. Three diﬀerent parameters are
investigated for all upgrading schemes: required capacity, average length
of restoration path (hop count) and number of necessary upgrades. The
total capacity for the protected network is shown in ﬁgure 6.10. The gen-
eral tendency to observe is that the "x4 capacity upgrades" use more ca-
pacity for the Ford-Fulkerson, Dijkstra and adding of additional spans4,
compared to their respective "+own capacity" methods. When compar-
ing the Ford-Fulkerson and the Dijkstra method, the Dijkstra method
uses less capacity; and least capacity is used when additional spans are
added based on the Dijkstra method. This can be explained by look-
ing at the number of span upgrades required by the diﬀerent methods,
4The adding of additional spans is only executed for the Dijkstra method.
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Figure 6.12: Average restored connection hop count.
which is illustrated in ﬁgure 6.11. The "x4 capacity" methods require
fewer upgrades than the "+own capacity" upgrading methods. This is
explained by the granularity of the upgrades, since the "x4 capacity"
method quadruples the capacity for each step, while the "+own capac-
ity" method only doubles it. This means that some connections can
be recovered by using the overhead that is created by other upgrades,
which is higher for the "x4 capacity" method. Also due to its coarser
granularity, fewer upgrades are required. In ﬁgure 6.12 the average hop
count for the restoration paths is illustrated. The value for the Ford-
Fulkerson method is higher compared to the Dijkstra method, since the
Ford-Fulkerson method ﬁnds a ﬂow augmenting path through the net-
work, but this is not necessarily the shortest path. The high hop count
is likely to result in a long restoration time [117]. The Dijkstra method
ﬁnds the shortest path through the network and therefore has a lower
hop count. The lowest hop count is obtained in the case where additional
spans are added. This is because these spans allow for the possibility
of taking "shortcuts" for the recovery paths. The hop count is also re-
lated to the capacity usage, since longer paths potentially result in high
capacity usage unless sophisticated sharing schemes are used.
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6.2.6 Conclusions on Networks with Modular Capacity
In this study, the total capacity usage, the number of span upgrades
and the average hop count of the recovery paths are investigated. The
restoration paths are chosen based on either ﬂow augmenting paths (i.e.,
Ford-Fulkerson method), shortest paths (i.e., Dijkstra method), and also
when additional spans are added to the network. Two diﬀerent upgrad-
ing schemes are compared, based on whether the next larger size STM
module was deployed (called "x4 capacity"), or if an additional wave-
length is taken up (called "+own capacity"). The simulation results
show that the Ford-Fulkerson method with the "x4 capacity" upgrades
uses most capacity for restoration which makes it an expensive choice.
Furthermore, the high hop count will result in a long restoration time,
which contributes to its unsuitability. The methods using the "x4 capac-
ity" upgrading scheme create a large amount of overhead per upgrade,
which means that the total capacity increases signiﬁcantly with only a
few span upgrades. In some cases, the overhead capacity can be used
for the restoration of other connections instead of having to upgrade an
additional span, but this depends on the location of the extra capac-
ity. The methods using the "+own capacity" upgrading scheme have a
ﬁner upgrading granularity, which means that less overhead is created
per upgrade. But since a "+own capacity" upgrade creates less addi-
tional capacity to accommodate further connections, more upgrades are
required.
The hop count for the Ford-Fulkerson method is higher compared
to the Dijkstra method, since the Ford-Fulkerson method ﬁnds a ﬂow
augmenting path through the network, but this is not necessarily the
shortest path. The Dijkstra method ﬁnds the shortest path through the
network and therefore has a lower hop count. The alternative restoration
approach, where additional links are added to the network and the neces-
sary upgrades are made with the "x4 capacity" scheme, has resulted in a
lower capacity usage compared to when no extra spans added. When the
upgrades were made with the "+own capacity" scheme, the capacity us-
age was lower, but the number of necessary span upgrades was higher. In
this simulation, the extra spans are assigned to the nodes with the lowest
connectivity, but several other criteria could be used (e.g., nodes with
lowest total capacity on adjacent spans, nodes that are often traversed,
etc.). The placement of extra spans in the network is very important,
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since the correct location of spare capacity is important for the success of
network restoration. The geographical characteristics, network policies
and economical issues must also be taken into account when deciding on
the exact location of additional spans.
Based on the results obtained from the simulations, a restoration
method based on the Dijkstra approach can be recommended over a res-
toration based on the Ford-Fulkerson method, since it performs better
in capacity usage, number of required span upgrades and average hop in
both the "x4 capacity" and "+own capacity" upgrading strategy respec-
tively. A ﬁne granularity in the upgrading steps results in a low total
capacity usage but requires more span upgrades. The alternative resto-
ration approach, where additional links are supplied to the network, has
shown to have a potential for saving capacity and results in a lower hop
count compared to when only existing links are upgraded. The results
are however dependent on the traﬃc distribution and network topology,
which should be varied to generalize the observed tendencies.
This study is mainly a graph theoretical experiment with iterative
upgrading strategies. Oﬀ-line optimization SCA or JCA are able to
signiﬁcantly reduce the total capacity usage, especially if modularity is
taken into account in the beginning of the design problem [107].
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6.3 Shortcut Span Protection
6.3.1 Motivation
Designing resilient networks has been in focus of research and industry
for some years now, resulting in a large variety of both well-known and
experimental resilience provisioning mechanisms. Many of these studies
focus on providing networks with the least amount of capacity possible
to fulﬁl the demanded level of protection.
As mentioned in section 2.5 the local-to-egress [118] method, where
the traﬃc is re-routed between the upstream failure adjacent node and
the destination node, has a good performance trade-oﬀ in terms of notiﬁ-
cation time and capacity eﬃciency. The local-to-egress method was fur-
ther studied in [62], where a LP to obtain optimal working and backup
paths in mesh networks was provided. In that model, each aﬀected
connection was re-routed individually between the local failure adjacent
node and the destination node.
However, there is also a tradeoﬀ between capacity eﬃciency and the
complexity of fully individual connection re-routing in the local-to-egress
protection method. Furthermore, with the prices for ﬁber (i.e., capacity)
dropping [119], capacity usage probably becomes a less important factor
for deciding which protection method should be employed, compared to
complexity, manageability and speed.
With the aim of reducing the complexity of the protection method
without sacriﬁcing restorability, a variation of the local-to-egress protec-
tion method called Shortcut Span Protection (SSP) is presented here.
In SSP, the traﬃc is bundled between the failure adjacent node and
the egress node if several aﬀected connections have the same destination
node. The method is illustrated in Figure 6.13. The advantage of the
proposed method lies in a less complex route calculation and signaling
process, since all connections going to the same destination node must
follow the same route from the upstream failure adjacent node.
6.3.2 Simulation Study
The capacity eﬃciency of the SSP method depends on the routing of pri-
mary paths and the backup paths. Hence, to evaluate the eﬃciency the
optimization problem must be solved: Route the primary and backup
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Figure 6.13: Shortcut Span Protection.
paths, using as little network capacity as possible. To do this, Linear
Program is used to model the capacity usage and route the primary
paths and backup paths optimally. The LP model is based on a graph
representing the network such that the graph nodes correspond to net-
work switches and the graph edges corresponds to the network cables.
The objective is to ﬁnd the total required capacity for the network. The
following constraints are setup:
• Demand constraint: requires that for each demand enough capacity
is assigned to the primary path.
• Backup constraint: ensures that if a span fails and a number of
primary paths which use that span and which end at a given node,
enough capacity is assigned on the path to that node.
• Capacity constraint: calculates the necessary capacity on each span
for all failure situations.
In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of SSP it is tested by optimizing
over a set of 5 networks for a demand of a volume of 1 between all
pairs of nodes in the network. In Table 6.1 the network properties are
summarized. The contents of each column in the table is given as:
1. Network: Network name
2. Nodes: Number of nodes in the network
3. Spans: Number of spans in the network
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Network Nodes Spans Avg. N.D. N.-F. Capacity
Cost239 [120] 11 26 4.73 86
PanEuropean 13 21 3.23 158
USANetwork [121] 28 45 3.21 1273
Italy [122] 33 68 4.12 1718
France [121] 43 71 3.30 3473
Table 6.1: Network properties of test networks.
4. Avg. N.D.: Average nodal degree in the network
5. N.-F. Capacity: Non-Failure network capacity, i.e., the summed
capacity necessary for non-failure routing.
The following protection methods are evaluated:
• Complete rerouting: allows the re-routing of non-failed connec-
tions as well [123]. Not practical for real networks, used for bench-
marking only.
• Path protection: connections are recovered on an end-to-end basis.
• Local-to-egress protection: recovery between the upstream failure
adjacent node and the destination node.
• Shortcut span protection: as local-to-egress, but all protection
paths for a given destination must follow the same route [18].
• Span protection: the failure is restored between the failure adjacent
nodes.
6.3.3 Results
This section presents the capacity usage of SSP in comparison to CR,
PP, LtE and SP. In ﬁgure 6.14, the capacity usage is depicted as rela-
tive protection overbuild, deﬁned as: necessary extra network capacity
relative to the non-failure network capacity.
The results show the following ordering of protection capacity, start-
ing from the lowest usage: Complete re-routing → path protection →
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Figure 6.14: Relative protection overbuild.
local-to-egress protection → span protection → SSP. This tendency
shows more freedom in terms of route choice results in a better capacity
eﬃciency. SSP uses most resources. For local-to-egress protection the
requirement of bundling results in a higher capacity usage as can be seen
in SSP. The pattern of the individual curves follow each other, except in
the case of SSP in the USANetwork, where the capacity usage increase
of SSP is larger than in other network instances. This is likely due to
the topological characteristics of the network.
6.3.4 Conclusions on Shortcut Span Protection
In this study, the capacity usage of SSP has been evaluated. In compar-
ison to local-to egress protection, which is the closest related protection
method in terms of involved nodes, the capacity usage of SSP is higher.
The increase in capacity can however be compensated by an easier con-
trol since all recovery requests are constrained to the same route to a
particular destination. The quantiﬁcation of the control plane relief de-
pends on the speciﬁc protocol used and is left for further study.
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6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter deals with design of resilient optical networks. It describes
an iterative capacity upgrading study for networks using modular ca-
pacity; and illustrates the eﬀect of bundling recovery paths to the same
route towards a destination.
In the iterative upgrading study, two restoration methods were simu-
lated, one based on the Ford-Fulkerson maximum ﬂow - minimum cut
theorem and the other one based on the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm.
Both methods were tested with two diﬀerent span upgrading strategies:
one where the capacity of each span was upgraded corresponding to up-
grading an SDH module in a node; and one where the capacity of the
span to be upgraded was increased corresponding to taking up an extra
wavelength in an underlying WDM system. Additionally, the eﬀect of
supplying additional links to the network was investigated with the Dijk-
stra algorithm and both span upgrading strategies. Results have shown
that using small upgrading modularities over short paths give the most
capacity eﬃcient result. These results can be generalized to any network
technology that uses modular capacity.
The second study is motivated by the trade-oﬀ between capacity and
control eﬃciency. It illustrates the eﬀect of bundling recovery paths in
such a way that the same route must be chosen for all aﬀected connec-
tions between the recovery end points. The method investigated in this
study is SSP, where all failed connections are bundled "per-destination"
meaning that they must use the same route between the upstream failure
adjacent node and the destination node. Results have shown that the
bundling increases the capacity usage, but this may be compensated by
simpler control of the protection requests.
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Conclusion and Outlook
Functioning communication networks are necessary for the growth and
prosperity of our society. Unfortunately, these networks are regularly
aﬀected by failures. If these failures remain unresolved, they do not only
cause loss of revenue, but may also lead to serious consequences for the
people aﬀected by the failure.
The work presented in this thesis aimed at increasing the survivabil-
ity of optical networks. The main focus has been on restoring traﬃc
in a dynamic network environment. Throughout this thesis, it has been
highlighted that both sophisticated route selection and enhancing the sig-
nalling session have a positive inﬂuence on the restoration performance.
The presented studies shows that limited wavelength conversion ca-
pability has a diﬀerent eﬀect on the span, local-to-egress and path res-
toration methods. The recovery percentage of span restoration is most
severely aﬀected, because it has to merge the restoration segment to the
pre-recovery path at the failure adjacent nodes, which often requires a
conversion between wavelengths. Path restoration is the least aﬀected,
because it restores aﬀected connection between the connection's end
nodes, and is therefore not bound by merging issues. The performance
of local-to-egress restoration lies between the other two methods.
In a wavelength convertible network, it is crucial to use the few avail-
able Wavelength Converters (WCs) wisely. The Suggested Vector (SV)
has proven to be beneﬁcial for saving WCs during connection provision-
ing. This thesis proposes modiﬁcations to the SV aiming at increas-
ing the recovery performance as well. The SV-based stub awareness
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scheme avoids unnecessary wavelength conversions at failure adjacent
nodes. This is valuable for span and segment restoration, where the
wavelength of the bypass path must be merged to the wavelengths of the
stubs at the failure adjacent nodes. The versatility of the SV is shown in
the blocking reduction scheme, which can be used for traﬃc engineering
purposes. The blocking reduction scheme both reduces the number of re-
covery retries and increase the recovery percentage. Both schemes adhere
to the Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) protocol
suite and their complexity increase is minimal.
The SV only contains summarized information. It does not disclose
details of a network domain and it can therefore be passed between
domains in a multi-domain scenario without violating conﬁdentiality re-
quirements. Multi-domain survivability with the SV requires that all par-
ticipating domains agree on how the information within the SV should
be interpreted. The more information is exchanged between domains,
the higher the probability for ﬁnding a route and a wavelength that can
satisfy all participating domains.
It has been demonstrated the restoration performance beneﬁts from
stub release actions. Full stub release is beneﬁcial if capacity availabil-
ity is the limitation of connection recovery. If WCs are the limiting
factor, the beneﬁt of stub release depends on the used wavelength as-
signment scheme. A simple wavelength assignment scheme, such as e.g.,
No Preference (NP), does not use WCs eﬃciently. Making them avail-
able for the recovery phase through stub release can therefore boost the
recovery percentage signiﬁcantly. An advanced scheme, such as e.g., the
SV, ensures an eﬃcient WC usage and is therefore less dependent on
freed resources from stub release. It can therefore be concluded that
in a wavelength convertible network, either an advanced wavelength as-
signment scheme or stub release can be used to achieve good restoration
performance, depending on whether the additional complexity should be
allocated in the signalling protocol or the recovery operation. Unfortu-
nately, stub release complicates reversion to the primary path once the
failure is repaired. This is due to the fact that the released portions of
the path must be re-provisioned. With the nodal stub release method, it
has been shown that if WCs are the limiting components, good recovery
performance can be achieved by exclusively releasing the WCs during
the stub release phase.
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A network design study has illustrated that modularity of capacity
units complicates eﬃcient capacity assignment. Larger capacity modules
result in more provisioned but unused capacity, leading to high network
cost. The study has also revealed that short recovery paths and the ad-
dition of spans exclusively for the restoration phase decreases the overall
capacity needed.
In terms of the granularity of the restoration paths, a trade-oﬀ be-
tween capacity eﬃciency and operational complexity has been identiﬁed.
From a capacity point of view, it is beneﬁcial to restore each connec-
tion individually, but individual connection restoration requires a large
amount of route computation and signalling. Shortcut Span Protection,
which bundles the restoration path of all aﬀected connections going to
the same node reduces the control plane load at the expense of a higher
capacity usage. While previous studies focussed on minimizing capacity,
Shortcut Span Protection (SSP) can be used by an operator who likes
to minimize complexity and still have a reasonable capacity usage.
This work presented in this thesis has contributed to the progress
of dynamic network survivability by analyzing existing solutions, ex-
tending recovery methods tailored to wavelength convertible networks
and proposing new recovery methods. The results have been published
in international journals and conferences. Gaining full beneﬁts of the
presented dynamic recovery methods however requires that network op-
erators allow for automated network control processes to occur in their
network. In the past, giving up control and allowing the network to make
automated decisions has been dreaded by operators, but recently several
operators have started to gradually introduce GMPLS-based dynamic
processes into their networks. This tendency opens the possibility for
commercial deployment of advanced restoration methods, with the long
term goal of introducing fully dynamic multi-layer recovery. In the near
future, pre-conﬁgured protection will most likely still be the preferred re-
covery method for single span failures in optical networks, at least until
suﬃcient trust in fully dynamic network control is established. During
this phase, network restoration can be used to recover from unantici-
pated failures, such as dual and multiple span failures, node failures or
combinations thereof.
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In addition to applying network restoration methods to telecommu-
nication networks, both electric power companies and companies dealing
with water supply have shown interest in the dynamic recovery methods
proposed in this thesis. This shows that reliable services are not only
important for communication networks, but also for other basic services
relevant our society. The possibility of extending and adapting the pre-
sented restoration methods for fault recovery in electrical power and
water networks opens promising possibilities for combining telecommu-
nication network recovery concepts with other industries for the beneﬁt
of our society as a whole.
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Appendix A
OPNET Model Details
A.1 Introduction
This appendix presents details of the OPNET simulator that was used
in this thesis. The simulation framework is developed in OPNET Mod-
eler [92] for evaluating the performance of Generalized Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (GMPLS) signaling protocol extensions in dynamic Wave-
length Routed Optical Networks (WRONs). The separation between the
message handling and the functional operation on the protocol objects
allows to easily adapt the simulator to the studied scenarios. Both net-
work provisioning and recovery (span, local-to-egress and path) can be
evaluated.
A.2 GMPLS Signaling OPNET Model
In the section, the development of the provisioning and recovery OPNET
model is described in a top-down approach.
A.2.1 Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters shown in table A.1 can be chosen by the user
via the simulation conﬁguration dialog box:
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Parameter Range
Wavelengths per span 1 - unlimited
WCs per node 0 - unlimited
Connection duration Seconds (exponential distribution)
Mean inter-arrival time Seconds (exponential distribution)
Provisioning label preference scheme NP, LS, SL, SV
Recovery label preference scheme NP, LS, SL, SV
Tie-breaking policy Fist-ﬁt, random
Span to fail 0 - number of spans in network
Recovery method Span, Local-to-egress, Path
Stub release Full and nodal
Recovery route calculation Single try or k-shortest
Pre-processing Match original span (stub awareness)
or match stubs (blocking reduction)
Directionality of connection Unidirectional or bidirectional
Table A.1: Simulation parameters for OPNET model.
A.2.2 Network Model
The network model shown here is based on the NSFNET topology [97],
shown in ﬁgure A.1. The network consists of 14 nodes. Two additional
nodes are shown are shown on the ﬁgure: netinit and failure_control.
The netinit node initializes all data structures and discovers the network
topology by stepping through all the nodes in the network, thereby inves-
tigating which other nodes are connected in the other end of each span.
study and then the connection recovery study 
  
Connection Provisioning Study 
Each network node has a request generator (ReqGen i
6), which initiates the setup of unidirectional con
process model of the request generator is illustrat
In the Init state, simulation attributes entered by
collected (i.e. connection mean inter-arrival time 
connection duration distribution (both exponential)
state, the next request is scheduled as a self-inte
the connection inter-arrival time. When this interr
Gen_req state schedules a remote interrupt to the R
module in the node, which initiates connection setu
Figure A.1: Network model.
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Because the dynamics of Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) are outside
the scope of this work, this simple centralized model of the topology
discovery is deployed instead of modelling distributed OSPF. The fail-
ure_control node takes care of initiating span failures and control which
nodes should be invoked for proper recovery actions. More information
on network recovery is given in section A.4.
A.2.3 Node Model
Figure A.2: Node model of network node.
The node model of a network node is shown in ﬁgure A.2. Seven
transceivers are deployed in each network node, which should ﬁt the
nodal degree of most networks1. Connections can originate and termi-
nate at any network node with equal probability; they are initiated from
1More transceivers can be added easily, since the model discovers the number of
them automatically at simulation start.
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the ReqGen processor. The processor named RSVP-TE takes care of
handling RSVP-TE messages, which is described in the following sec-
tions.
A.3 Connection Provisioning
A.3.1 Request Generation
Each network node has a request generator (ReqGen in ﬁgure A.2), which
initiates the setup of connections. The process model of the request gen-
erator is illustrated in ﬁgure A.3. In the Init state, simulation attributes
entered by the user are collected. In the Idle state, the next request is
scheduled as a self-interrupt based on the connection inter-arrival time.
When this interrupt arrives, the Gen_req state schedules a remote in-
terrupt to the RSVP-TE module in the node, which initiates connection
setup and schedules another self-interrupt.
A.3.2 Handling RSVP-TE Messages
When an interrupt is received by the RSVP-TE module, the interrupt
is processed by the process model illustrated in ﬁgure A.4. This is a
root process that controls interrupts destined for child processes (ex-
plained below) that take care of handling the individual connections. A
REQ_ARR_INTRPT means that a new connection request arrives and
the Req_handle state ﬁnds a route based on the Dijkstra shortest path
schedules another self-interrupt.  
Figure A.3: Proces model of request generator (ReqGen).
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Figure A.4: Process model of RSVP-TE (root).
algorithm and creates a new child process for the speciﬁc connection.
The child process then takes care of the exchange of the proper RSVP-TE
messages. When such an RSVP-TE message arrives (MSG_ARR_INTRPT),
the Pk_handle state identiﬁes the type of packet (Path, Resv, PathErr,
ResvErr, PathTear) and for which connection (i.e., child process) it is
intended. When the connection expires after the speciﬁed connection
duration (EXP_NOTIFY), it is removed in the Rem_conn state. The
remaining three states (RecoverySource, RecoveryDest and Failure) are
related to the handling of failures and are used for notiﬁcation purposes.
The child processes take care of handling RSVP messages for the
individual connections. Depending on the type of message that arrives
at the child process, diﬀerent actions need to be taken. The complete
state-transition diagram of the RSVP-TE child process has been replaced
by the simpliﬁed ﬁgure A.5 for convenience.
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PATH NOT DESTINATION
Forward PATH
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RESV NOT SOURCE
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Propagate ERROR
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necessary
TEAR ALL NODES
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reserved resources
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necessary
Message Type:
Figure A.5: Simpliﬁed process model of RSVP-TE (child).
A.4 Connection Recovery
Each fault recovery simulation run covers network initialization and one
failure and terminates when all aﬀected connections are either restored
or found to be non-recoverable. Before any failure occurs, the network is
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Figure 10: Proces model of failure_control 
Figure A.6: Proces model of failure_control.
populated with connections, until the average network load has reached
a user-speciﬁed value. The average network load is calculated as in
equation A.1, where S denotes the number of spans in the network and
W speciﬁes how many wavelengths are available per span. The 2 is
introduced because the wavelengths are available in both directions.
AverageNetworkLoad =
Activewavelengthchannels
2 · S ·W (A.1)
In contrary to the provisioning study, no connections are torn down
once they are established. This is due to the fact, that the goal is to
investigate the performance of the diﬀerent label assignment schemes in
the recovery phase under equal conditions (i.e., routes of provisioned
connections and residual capacity on the diﬀerent spans). Once the
desired average network load is reached, the failure phase begins, where
connection provisioning is stopped and a span failure is simulated on
a user-selectable link. The failure_control node (shown on the network
overview in ﬁgure A.1) initiates the chosen failures. The process model of
the failure_control is shown in ﬁgure A.6. The connection generators are
stopped when the failure_control receives an interrupt signaling that the
desired load has been reached. After a settling period, allowing ongoing
connection provisioning in the network to ﬁnish, a stable network state
is reached and the failure phase can commence.
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A.4.1 Failure Notiﬁcation
In the FailureStart state, the nodes attached to the failed span are noti-
ﬁed (with a remote interrupt to the relevant nodes' RSVP-TE module's
root process shown in ﬁgure A.4) and the state machine goes to the Wait-
Recover state, where it is notiﬁed of all successful and permanently failed
recovery attempts. Failures are detected by the adjacent nodes through
Link Management Protocol (LMP) signaling [45, 55], but in this model
explicit LMP signaling has been replaced by direct notiﬁcation to the
failure adjacent nodes. This simpliﬁcation is justiﬁed, since quantifying
the signaling delay during recovery is not the goal of this simulation.
A.4.2 Recovery Operation
Similar to the connection provisioning, the child processes take care of
exchanging the appropriate RSVP-TE messages from the failure noti-
ﬁcation until either a successful recovery or a permanent failure (i.e.,
connection is non-recoverable) is reached.
A ﬂowchart of the recovery operation performed in the upstream
failure adjacent child process is shown in ﬁgure A.7. Optionally, stub
release is performed ﬁrst. After a settling period, a shortest path is
calculated. If no route can be found, permanent failure is reported.
Otherwise, route reservation is initiated. If successful, the recovery is
successful. If the reservation fails, the causing span is removed [96] from
the Traﬃc Engineering Database and the procedure retried from the path
calculation. When all aﬀected connections have ﬁnished and reported in,
failure_control ends the simulation and saves the collected data.
A.5 Result Presentation
The developed simulation model allows extracting a large variety of result
metrics, which are described below. Furthermore, an explanation of the
conﬁdence interval calculation is given.
A.5.1 Metrics
The following result metrics can be extracted from the simulation results:
• Blocking probability
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Figure A.7: Flowchart for connection recovery.
• Wavelength converter usage during provisioning or recovery
• Number of provisioned, failure aﬀected, recovered or permanently
failed connections
• Routing blocking in provisioning or recovery phase
• Forward blocking in provisioning or recovery phase
• Backward blocking in provisioning or recovery phase
• Number of recovery retries
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• Provisioning or recovery hop count
• Provisioning or recovery wavelength usage
• Wavelength converters released during stub release
• Wavelengths released during stub release
A.5.2 Conﬁdence Intervals
OPNET gives the possibility to use several random seeds for evaluating
each data point. By using conﬁdence intervals, an interval likely to
include a certain value is given in addition to the mean value obtained
by averaging the results of all runs with diﬀerent random seeds. The
likelihood that a certain value is included in the conﬁdence interval is
speciﬁed by the conﬁdence level. 95% conﬁdence level is a typical value.
Conﬁdence interval calculation, based on [124]: We have n resultsX1,
X2, ..., Xn for diﬀerent random seeds. The mean value is calculated in
equation A.2. The variance of the sample is calculated in equation A.3.
X˜ =
1
n
·
n∑
i=1
Xi (A.2)
s2 =
1
n− 1
(
n∑
i=1
X2i − n · X˜2
)
(A.3)
The conﬁdence interval of the mean value is found in equation A.4,
where tn−1,1−α/2 is the upper (1 − α/2) percentile of the t-distribution
with n−1 (degrees of freedom) [124]. The probability that the conﬁdence
interval includes another mean value is equal to (1−α). This is called the
level of conﬁdence. Consequently, conﬁdence intervals at 95% conﬁdence
level require an α-value of 0.05.
X˜ ± tn−1,1−α/2 ·
√
s2
n
(A.4)
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A.6 Appendix Summary
This appendix presented details on the simulation framework used in
this thesis to evaluate GMPLS standard and novel signaling extensions.
First, the simulator for provisioning studies was presented. The versa-
tility of the framework is demonstrated by the straightforward extension
of the simulator from connection provisioning to also cover span, local-
to-egress and path restoration. The capacity of the spans (number of
labels), the number of Wavelength Converters (WCs), the desired aver-
age network load, the label assignment scheme, the tie-breaking policy,
the restoration method, etc., can be conveniently chosen by the user
through the simulation conﬁguration dialog box, which makes the simu-
lation framework both a convenient and versatile tool to evaluate optical
network provisioning and restoration.
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Appendix B
Connection Provisioning
B.1 Introduction
This section presents some concept used in connection provisioning, that
I have been involved in during my thesis work. Since they are not
concerned with network survivability as such, they are only presented
as summaries. Section B.2 presents diﬀerent label preference schemes.
Section B.3 shows evaluates strategies for Wavelength Converter (WC)
placement in a dynamic network environment. In section B.4 the chal-
lenges of bidirectional lightpath provisioning are discussed. Section B.5
benchmarks dynamic Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) com-
pared to oﬀ-line optimization. Section B.6 summarizes the appendix.
B.2 Label Preference Schemes in GMPLS
Controlled Networks
B.2.1 Introduction
Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [27] is emerging
as a uniﬁed framework to provide next generation network architectures,
characterized by multiple switching layers, with a common control plane.
In this section, diﬀerent wavelength preference schemes are presented,
which have been compared and the results have been published in [9,16].
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B.2.2 Connection Setup in GMPLS
In this section the basic mechanism for connection (i.e., Label Switched
Path (LSP)) setup in GMPLS networks is described exploiting Resource
ReserVation Protocol (RSVP)-Traﬃc Engineering (TE) notation. After
a unidirectional1 LSP setup request (either by the network management
system, or by a client at the source node), a route from source to destina-
tion is either retrieved from a static database, or dynamically computed
using the information gathered by the routing protocol. In a typical opti-
cal network scenario, the routing protocol is not aware of the occupation
of each wavelength, but it advertises the availability of a network link as
long as free capacity is available.
Then the signaling session is triggered along the found route. A Path
message is sent from source to destination (i.e., in the so-called down-
stream direction), carrying the necessary information for LSP setup. It
contains a Generalized Label Request object, which every node issues to
the downstream neighbor to notify the request of a label binding. It may
include optional objects, such as the Label Set and the Suggested Label,
which have been standardized [87], and the Suggested Vector, which is
presented in this section. Intermediate nodes along the route process the
Path message, creating a proper state for the session in a local database
to store the received objects, and forward it to the next hop.
When the Path message eventually reaches the destination node, it
responds (in the upstream direction) with a Resv message carrying a
Generalized Label object, where every node indicates to the upstream
neighbor the label assigned to the incoming request. When the Resv
message ﬁnally reaches the source node, the LSP is established.
Besides Path and Resv, other signaling messages are deﬁned. Among
them we cite PathErr/ResvErr, used to notify error conditions (e.g.,
LSP setup failure) to upstream and downstream nodes respectively, and
PathTear/ResvTear, used to delete the LSP and the relative session state
in all traversed nodes.
After a general overview of LSP setup in GMPLS, the following sec-
tions ﬁrst deﬁne the tie-breaking policies enforced at network nodes to
select a label if two or more have equal preference. Then the signaling
1Issues and strategies related to bidirectional LSP setup are discussed in sec-
tion B.4.
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protocol objects are detailed, i.e., the standardized Label Set and Sug-
gested Label, and the proposed Suggested Vector, used by each node to
specify the preference for each available label.
B.2.3 Tie-Breaking Policies
In the context of GMPLS-controlled optical networks tie-breaking poli-
cies are similar to classical wavelength assignment policies. In particular,
tie-breaking policies specify the behavior of network nodes when they
need to choose a label within a pool of labels with equal ranking. This
is a common situation when the aforementioned preference mechanisms
are enforced: for instance, if more than one label can be used to set up
a lightpath in an optical network without wavelength converters, then a
choice must be performed to select one of them.
It is important to notice that tie-breaking policies are a local matter
of each network node, and no standard behavior is needed. They are
therefore not part of the protocol speciﬁcation, instead they are left to
the implementation.
Two common policies are used here:
• First-ﬁt: with the First-ﬁt policy, the tie is broken by choosing the
lowest-index label within the pool.
• Random: with the Random policy, the tie is broken by choosing a
random label within the pool.
In this network setup, advanced policies, such as Most-used and Least-
used [91], selecting the label used on the greatest and least number of
links respectively, cannot be used because nodes are not aware of the
detailed wavelength occupation state of all network spans.
B.2.4 Wavelength/Label Assignment Schemes
No Preference
This simple scheme does not use any protocol object to specify label
preferences. When a request reaches the destination, a wavelength free
on the last hop is reserved and propagated as far as possible upstream. If
along the reverse path a node cannot further use the current wavelength
because it is busy on its previous hop, and a converter is available, a new
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wavelength free on the previous hop is chosen, and so on; otherwise the
connection is blocked.
Label Set
The Label Set is carried in the Path message and is used by an upstream
node to control the selection of labels by downstream nodes. The Label
Set is an array of labels, containing only the labels acceptable by the
upstream node. Therefore the downstream node is forced to select a
label from this set. The Label Set is an optional object: if it is not
present, all available labels on the previous hop may be chosen.
The Label Set object is particularly useful in optical networks without
wavelength converters. The source node indicates in the Label Set the
available wavelengths on the ﬁrst hop. Along the path each intermediate
node considers the wavelengths available on its next hop, and potentially
decreases the set of usable labels by modifying the Label Set. When the
request eventually reaches the destination node, the Label Set contains
only the wavelengths available on the entire end-to-end path; therefore
the destination node can safely choose (with a given tie-breaking policy)
one of them and send back the Resv message with the proper Generalized
Label object. During its reverse path, the Resv message reserves the
selected wavelength along each hop.
However, in networks with wavelength converters the beneﬁts of La-
bel Set object are not so relevant. This is explained in ﬁgure B.1 (for
the moment focus on the Label Set only), where a lightpath from A to
D is being established. The Label Set traverses the path and, when it
reaches destination node D, it contains both λ1 and λ3. We notice that
λ1 guarantees an end-to-end wavelength-continuous path, while with λ3
a wavelength conversion is required in node B. It is clear that, using
just the Label Set, the destination node lacks information to choose the
wavelength that minimizes the number of wavelength conversions. To
solve this issue we propose to support the Label Set with the Suggested
Label object.
Suggested Label
The Suggested Label is an optional object carried in the Path message.
It is used to provide a downstream node with the upstream node's la-
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Figure B.1: Example of non-optimal utilization of the Suggested Label in a network
with wavelength converters. Busy wavelengths are dashed.
bel preference. As stated in [87], the main purpose of this extension is
to reduce the setup time when establishing or recovering LSPs through
optical switching fabrics characterized by a non-negligible conﬁguration
time, because the upstream node can start conﬁguring its hardware be-
fore receiving the actual label from the downstream neighbor. However
this mechanism is just an optional optimization: the downstream node
still maintains the full control of the label choice. If the downstream
node does not accept the suggestion and passes a diﬀerent label to the
upstream node, the latter has to reconﬁgure itself accordingly.
A novel use of the Suggested Label is proposed here, aiming at reduc-
ing the amount of wavelength converters utilized to set up a lightpath.
For this purpose an algorithm for computing the Suggested Label for
the next hop has been designed. It is presented below, where ph and nh
represent previous hop and next hop, respectively.
if (thisnode == source)
nh_sugglab := one_of(nh_labelset);
else
if (nh_avail(ph_sugglab) == TRUE)
nh_sugglab := ph_sugglab;
else
if ((ph_avail_set && nh_avail_set) != EMPTY)
nh_sugglab :=
one_of(ph_avail_set && nh_avail_set);
else
nh_sugglab := one_of(nh_labelset);
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The source node is oblivious of the optimal wavelength to mini-
mize wavelength conversion, so it simply chooses one (with a given tie-
breaking policy) within the Label Set for the next hop. An intermediate
node ﬁrst checks if the suggested wavelength is available on the next
hop. If it is free, it continues suggesting the same label. If it is busy, the
intermediate node computes the set of wavelengths available on both its
previous and next hops, not requiring conversion at the node. If the set
is not empty, the node chooses one of them (with a tie-breaking policy);
if the set is empty, meaning that in the node a wavelength conversion is
needed in any case, a wavelength is chosen from the Label Set for the
next hop (using a tie-breaking policy).
When the Path message reaches the destination node, a reservation
is attempted on the suggested label, backtracking to the source node.
If a wavelength conversion becomes necessary because the current label
is busy on the upstream hop, the suggested label for that hop is tested
ﬁrst: if it has been used by another connection in the meantime, a new
label is chosen among the remaining ones of the Label Set.
However, the constraint that only a single wavelength can be notiﬁed
with the Suggested Label object, and the consequent choices that must
be performed to break ties, make this approach sub-optimal, especially
for long paths. The shortcoming is illustrated in ﬁgure B.1. Source node
A, adopting the Random tie-breaking policy, suggests λ2, but node B
realizes that it is busy on its next hop. Node B thus computes the set
of wavelengths available on both its previous and next hops (i.e., λ1 and
λ4): if it chooses λ1, this suggested label is propagated up to destination,
and the connection is smoothly setup on λ1. On the contrary, if node B
randomly chooses to suggest λ4, node C realizes that λ4 is not available
on the next hop, thus computes the set of wavelengths available on both
its previous and next hops (i.e., λ1 and λ3), and it may suggest λ3.
Destination node D then follows the suggestion and reserves λ3 on its
previous hop, node C continues on λ3, following the rule of not changing
wavelength unless necessary, but eventually node B is forced to use a
wavelength converter. To overcome this issue, a new protocol object,
namely the Suggested Vector, is proposed and described in the following
section.
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Figure B.2: Example of utilization of the Suggested Vector.
Suggested Vector
The Suggested Vector is proposed as an optional object, carried in the
Path message and aimed at specifying the preference level for each wave-
length. It is meant to be used together with the Label Set object: they
have the same structure, being arrays with equal number of elements.
For each label present in the Label Set, the Suggested Vector contains
the number of wavelength conversions needed to use the speciﬁc label on
the next hop. An algorithm for computing the Suggested Vector for the
next hop has been deﬁned and it is shown below.
if (thisnode == source)
for (each elem in nh_labelset)
nh_suggvec[elem] := 0;
else
for (each elem in nh_labelset)
if (ph_avail(elem) == TRUE)
nh_suggvec[elem] := ph_suggvec[elem];
else
nh_suggvec[elem] := min(ph_suggvec) + 1;
The source node can reach every wavelength within the Label Set
without wavelength conversion, hence it ﬁlls the Suggested Vector with
zeros. Intermediate nodes check every wavelength within the Label Set
for the next hop to determine if it is available also on the previous hop. If
the condition is true, it means that the speciﬁc wavelength can traverse
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the node without wavelength conversion, so the number of necessary con-
versions remains the same as on the previous hop. On the contrary, if
the label is busy on the previous hop, it means that a wavelength conver-
sion is necessary to use the label on the next hop. In this case the value
speciﬁed in the Suggested Vector is the minimum amount of wavelength
conversions needed to use a label on the previous hop incremented by
one2.
When the Path message reaches the destination node, a reservation
is tried on the label with minimum Suggested Vector value (if more than
one is available, a tie-breaking policy is used), backtracking to the source
node. When a wavelength conversion becomes necessary because the
current label is busy on the upstream hop, labels within the previous hop
Label Set are tried for increasing values of the previous hop Suggested
Vector, thus guaranteeing that the amount of used converters is always
minimized.
Figure B.2 exempliﬁes the concept, referring to the same situation of
ﬁgure B.1. Node A adds a zero in the Suggested Vector for each element
of the Label Set. Node B keeps the values for λ1 and λ4 unchanged
because they are free on its previous hop, but assigns 1 to λ3, since it is
busy on its previous hop and the minimum value of the Suggested Vector
on its previous hop is zero. Node C simply keeps the values for λ1 and λ3
unchanged. Thanks to the information carried in the Suggested Vector,
the destination node D is fully aware of the amount of converters needed
for each wavelength present in the received Label Set, and can choose
λ1, which minimizes this value.
B.2.5 Summary of Concept for Label Preference
Schemes
The four label preference schemes and the two tie-breaking policies have
been evaluated by means of event-driven simulations using OPNETMod-
eler [92]. The results have been published in [16] and [9], where more
details on the simulation study can be found as well. The simulations
results show that both Suggested Label (SL) and Suggested Vector (SV)
2For simplicity, we suppose to use full-range wavelength converters, i.e., capable of
converting any wavelength to any wavelength of the Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) comb. A limitation on the conversion range would only reduce the set of
previous hop labels on which to compute the minimum value of the Suggested Vector.
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schemes signiﬁcantly reduce the wavelength conversion utilization com-
pared to currently exploited No Preference (NP) and Label Set (LS)
schemes. When the number of converters is limited, SL and SV also
reduce the blocking. For at simple scheme, such as NP, it is beneﬁcial to
spread the wavelength usage by using random tie-breaking whereas SV
with the First-ﬁt policy outperforms all the other.
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B.3 Wavelength Converter Placement For
Dynamic Traﬃc
B.3.1 Introduction
The previous section has shown that adding wavelength preference in-
formation to the Path messages can signiﬁcantly reduce the WC usage
and hence improve the blocking probability at the expense of a few more
bits in the signaling messages. The Suggested Vector object has been
proposed in [9, 16] for this purpose: it includes complete information
on the number of required WCs for a speciﬁc wavelength selection on
all traversed links along the chosen path. Using the above approaches
it is possible to reduce the number of expensive wavelength converters
throughout the network. However, it is not clear whether the wave-
length converters should be distributed uniformly or based on speciﬁc
optimization schemes. Evidently, a uniform distribution of the WC re-
sources would ease the network management in case of node addition and
thus increase the scalability. On the contrary, advanced optimization
techniques may further reduce the wavelength converter count without
degrading the blocking probability. However, the drawback of optimiza-
tion techniques is the reliance on complete knowledge of a static traf-
ﬁc distribution. This requirement conﬂicts with the dynamic nature of
on-demand traﬃc requests in next-generation optical networks. In this
section, WC placement heuristics are presented, which were evaluated
through modelling under dynamic traﬃc assumptions. The results are
submitted to ChinaCom 2008.
B.3.2 Converter Placement Heuristics
Ever since WCs were ﬁrst demonstrated, one of the main questions has
been where in the network they should be placed. Several studies [36,
125127] have used mathematical optimization methods to achieve an op-
timal converter placement based on a static traﬃc matrix. This problem
however was found to be diﬃcult to solve, and therefore several heuris-
tics have been proposed to achieve near-optimal performance [128, 129].
Since WCs are expensive components they are generally placed in such
a way that the traﬃc demands can be satisﬁed with the least number of
converters. The optimal converter placement is therefore highly depen-
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dent on the characteristics of the traﬃc demands. Under dynamic traﬃc
assumptions the traﬃc distribution will change over time and therefore
the once optimal converter location may now cause bottlenecks at some
nodes, whereas WCs are abundant at others. If converters are severely
limited, only small ﬂuctuations in the traﬃc may result in blocking of re-
quests due to WC unavailability. To fulﬁll the changed traﬃc demands,
it may be necessary to re-deploy the converter pool, or to upgrade the
number of converters available in the network. Both scenarios cause
signiﬁcant economic drawbacks. It is therefore questionable whether
speciﬁc traﬃc matrices should be considered during WC placement, or
if more general rules are better to accommodate variations in the traf-
ﬁc locations caused by shifted traﬃc demands. Here, the goal is not
wavelength converter deployment minimization. Instead, a case study
is conducted where a network operator has deployed a given number of
wavelength converters based on the well-known results that WCs can
reduce the blocking probability, as demonstrated in e.g., [9, 16].
The converters should be located in the network so that good block-
ing performance is achieved and that the placement is future-proof in
terms of scalability and varying traﬃc demands. Three diﬀerent con-
verter placement heuristics are presented. They are developed based on
diﬀerent reasoning in terms of simplicity, network characteristics and de-
mand generation. A general feature of all methods is the independence
of speciﬁc traﬃc demand matrices, which results in high scalability and
simple management of the converter deployment. The heuristics are
based on the following features:
• Uniform distribution
• Nodal degree proportional
• Geographically dependent
Uniform Converter Distribution
The uniform distribution is the simplest heuristic. As the name implies,
each node in the network is assigned the same number of WCs, without
considering further measures such as traﬃc demands or network topol-
ogy. The strength of this scheme is its simplicity and its ﬂexibility, since
it is completely independent of the traﬃc distribution in the network
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Figure B.3: Uniform converter assignment.
when the converters are provisioned. The total number of WCs in a
network using uniform placement, Ctot,u, is calculated in equation B.1,
where N is the number of nodes in the network and Cu is the number of
converters in each node.
Ctot,u = N · Cu (B.1)
An example of uniform converter assignment is shown in ﬁgure B.3,
where all nodes contain the same number of WCs.
Nodal Degree Proportional Converter Placement
The nodal degree speciﬁes the number of spans that enter/leave a given
node. The motivation behind placing converters related to the nodal de-
gree is that nodes with many connecting spans often carry a large amount
of traﬃc. In [125], it has been shown that nodes with a high nodal degree
are more likely to require conversion capability, which is consistent with
the approach of nodal degree proportional converter placement. The
strength of this scheme is that it reﬂects the traﬃc distribution on a
general level (i.e., more spans into a node gives potentially higher de-
mand for conversion) while it is independent of speciﬁc traﬃc matrices.
Furthermore, the scheme is still relatively simple to manage, as speciﬁc
topological characteristics decide on the converter placement. To map
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Figure B.4: Converter assignment based on nodal degree.
the total number of available WCs to the individual nodes equation B.2
is applied.
In equation B.2, the number of converters in a node i with nodal
degree proportional placement, Cn(i) is calculated, where nd(i) is the
nodal degree of node i and α is a proportionality constant. α is real-
valued and can be ﬁtted to control the total number of converters in the
network. The rounding to nearest integer in equation B.2 is necessary
since WCs are deployed in whole units. The total number of convert-
ers in the network using nodal degree proportional placement, Ctot,n, is
obtained by summing Cn(i) in equation B.2 over all nodes.
Cn(i) = round(nd(i) · α) (B.2)
Figure B.4 shows how converters are distributed based on the nodal
degree of the nodes. In the ﬁgure, a proportionality constant of 1.0 is
applied, i.e., the converter count is equal to the nodal degree.
Geographically Dependent Converter Placement
This approach is motivated by the geographical placement of the indi-
vidual nodes in a network. Its basic idea is to divide the nodes into two
groups since networks are generally composed of a group of core nodes
and a group of remote edge nodes. If two edge nodes from opposite
sides of the network want to communicate they habitually must pass
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Figure B.5: Converter assignment based on geographical location.
through the core of the network. Hence nodes located in the center of
the network carry great amounts of pass-through traﬃc in addition to
the locally generated traﬃc, which increases the conversion probability.
The geographical placement is again independent of speciﬁc traﬃc de-
mands, but it acknowledges the fact that much traﬃc is carried between
core nodes. One of the challenges in this placement heuristic is making
the actual division of whether a node belongs to the edge or the core
group. A current traﬃc distribution could be used to break ties in case
of uncertainties. The total number of converters using geographically de-
pendent heuristic, Ctot,g, is calculated in equation B.3, where Nc and Ne
are the number of core and edge nodes, and Cc and Ce are the number
of converters assigned to each core and edge node, respectively.
Ctot,g = Nc · Cc +Ne · Ce (B.3)
Figure B.5 illustrates the concept of geographical converter place-
ment. In this example, a 2:1 ratio of the core:edge converter number has
been chosen, but it should be noted that any other ratio can be used.
Furthermore, the concept can be extended from a core and edge division
to partitioning the network into multiple zones of diﬀerent converter
numbers.
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B.3.3 Summary of Concept for Converter Placement
Heuristics
This section presented three converter placement heuristics (uniform,
nodal degree and geographical). They have been evaluated for the NP,
LS, SL and SV, and the results of the study are submitted to ChinaCom
2008. The results show that WC placement using nodal degree propor-
tional or geographically dependent heuristics perform only marginally
better than simple uniform distribution. This conclusion contradicts
previous studies, which indicated that WC placement optimization has
a large impact on network performance [36, 125128]. The presented
results, however, diﬀer from these previous works on two major assump-
tions: 1) Dynamic (random) traﬃc is used and 2) the intelligence of the
label preference schemes. Due to the dynamic traﬃc assumption, the
results are valid for the very useful case of provisioning with unknown
or uncertain traﬃc matrices. Furthermore, the label preference schemes
may also contribute to the WC placement indiﬀerence. In summary, it
has been shown that uniform WC placement can match the performance
of an advanced WC placement heuristic in optical networks under dy-
namic traﬃc assumptions using advanced label preference schemes.
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B.4 Bidirectional Lightpath Provisioning
B.4.1 Introduction
In a transport network, it is often desired that connections are bidirec-
tional, with the same data transfer capabilities in each direction. For
control simplicity, another common requirement is that both directions
share the same spans to provide fate sharing. Moreover in Wavelength-
Routed Optical Networks (WRONs) without wavelength conversion ca-
pability, both directions have typically to be routed on the same wave-
length due to physical constraints of optical devices and aimed at sim-
plifying ﬂexible device operation [130]. In GMPLS controlled networks,
these requirements can be satisﬁed by establishing a pair of unidirec-
tional connections (or LSP) with two separate signaling sessions.
A smarter solution requiring a single signaling session to set up both
directions of a bidirectional LSP has been standardized in the GMPLS
signaling [87,131]. This scheme reduces the setup latency, the number of
exchanged control plane messages, and the memory requirements in the
traversed nodes, since only one control plane state has to be stored. To
setup a bidirectional LSP, a forward reservation of the resources belong-
ing to the reverse path is performed by exploiting the Upstream Label
object, while the forward path is reserved with the usual backward reser-
vation. However, if the status of the wavelengths on the traversed spans
is not known in detail, the source node may select a wavelength not
available on the whole path, causing the blocking of the setup attempt.
Recently, an alternative scheme based on the Label Set object has
been proposed, where both lightpath directions are established on the
same wavelength with the backward reservation after collecting informa-
tion on the wavelength utilization of both directions [130].
In this section, the Upstream Label and the Label Set schemes are
presented together with three typical routing scenarios, where the rout-
ing protocol advertises more or less detailed network status informa-
tion [132]. The results of the study are submitted to Photonics in Switch-
ing 2008.
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B.4.2 Bidirectional GMPLS Lightpath Setup
In this section the mechanism for LSP setup in a GMPLS-controlled
WRON is described. Upon an LSP setup request, a route from source
to destination is computed by using the information advertised by the
routing protocol. The three considered routing scenarios are detailed in
section B.4.2. After the path computation, a signaling session is trig-
gered to establish the lightpath: the two signaling schemes, namely the
Upstream Label scheme and the Label Set scheme, are detailed in sec-
tion B.4.2.
Routing Scenarios and Path Computation
Three routing scenarios are envisioned, where an increasing amount of
network status information is advertised. In the No Information (NI)
scenario, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)-TE is used to advertise the
network topology only. In the Aggregated Information (AI) scenario,
OSPF-TE is exploited to ﬂood the number of wavelength channels avail-
able on each link. In the Detailed Information (DI) scenario, an extended
version of OSPF-TE [133] is implemented to advertise the status of each
wavelength on every span. In all the considered routing scenarios, the
path between each node pair (s, d) is selected at source within a set
of candidate paths Ps,d. In the NI scenario, a path within Ps,d is ran-
domly selected. In the AI scenario, the path with the largest number
of available wavelengths on its most congested span is selected, by using
a link-state database containing the number of available wavelengths on
every span. Finally, in the DI scenario, the path that can accommodate
the largest number of wavelength-continuous lightpaths is selected, us-
ing a link-state database containing the status (i.e., busy or available) of
each wavelength on every span. In AI and DI scenarios, if more than one
path satisﬁes the condition, one of them is randomly selected. In these
scenarios a lightpath request may be blocked during path selection if the
source node is unable to ﬁnd a path with available wavelength channels.
In all the considered routing scenarios the information is ﬂooded by Link
State Advertisementss (LSAs). To limit LSA generation in AI and DI
scenarios an LSA update timeout is used. Once an LSA has been gener-
ated for a given link, all link-state changes detected on the link before the
timeout are not immediately advertised, but delayed after the timeout
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expiration. OSPF-TE minimum LSA update timeout is 5 s [54].
Bidirectional Wavelength Assignment
After the path selection, a signaling session is triggered, which may be
blocked during Path or Resv message propagation. The two signaling
schemes under consideration are detailed in the following
Upstream Label (UL) scheme:
This scheme adheres to [87]. A Path message is sent from source to
destination, containing an Upstream Label, which reserves a wavelength
on the reverse path. It may include optional objects, such as the Label
Set. However, since both LSP directions must be routed on the same
wavelength, the usefulness of the Label Set is severely limited as the only
acceptable label is the one indicated in the Upstream Label3 Assuming
that no error occurs, the reverse path is completely set up when the Path
message reaches the destination. A Resv message is sent in the upstream
direction to reserve the forward path, carrying a label identical to the
one used on the reverse path. When the Resv message ﬁnally reaches
the source node, the LSP is established.
Label Set (LS) scheme:
This scheme has been proposed in [130] to avoid the drawbacks of the
forward reservation performed with the Upstream Label. The request for
a bidirectional LSP is indicated with a ﬂag in the LSP_ATTRIBUTES
object [134] carried by the Path message. The Label Set is mandatory
and is updated at each intermediate node by checking the availability
in both directions jointly. When the LSP setup request arrives at the
destination node, it selects an available wavelength within the received
Label Set and starts the backward reservation of both LSP directions on
the chosen wavelength.
B.4.3 Summary of Concept on Bidirectional Lightpath
Provisioning
In this section the Upstream Label scheme and the Label Set scheme
for bidirectional lightpath setup in GMPLS WRONs have been com-
pared. The results are submitted to Photonics in Switching 2008. The
3In this case, the Label Set only serves to ﬁll out the Acceptable Label Set object
carried in the PathErr message.
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simulation results show that the Upstream Label (UL) scheme performs
poorly unless detailed routing information is frequently advertised. The
LS scheme outperforms the UL scheme in all the considered routing sce-
narios, especially at low and medium loads.
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B.5 Benchmarking RWA Schemes
B.5.1 Introduction
WDM networks have shown to fulﬁll the increased capacity demands
at the core of communication networks. In optical networks, a route
and a wavelength must be found for each connection demand, which is
referred to as the RWA problem. Obtaining the best possible assign-
ment of routes and wavelengths for a set of connection requests requires
joint optimization of the two tasks. Both tasks are however already
diﬃcult to solve on their own, not only in theory (NP-hard) [135] but
also in practice (e.g., [136, 137]). In particular, the complexity of the
wavelength assignment task increases rapidly with increasing number of
requests. Consequently, their joint optimization is even more complex,
see for example [138].
When looking into RWA problems, it is important to diﬀerentiate
whether connection demands are known beforehand, or whether they
arrive dynamically. Dynamic connection arrival is often more realistic,
but the admission of the newest path depends on how the previous paths
were allocated, if re-ordering of already provisioned paths is prohibited.
If the demands are static, they can be allocated more eﬃciently in the
network. Oﬀ-line optimization with a static set of demand requests can
therefore serve as a benchmark for dynamic RWA strategies. In [139]
such a study in terms of bandwidth eﬃciency and shared resource usage
has been investigated for routing schemes.
During the last few years, Automatically Switched Optical Networks
(ASON) and GMPLS have been emerging as promising candidates to
control wavelength routed networks. In dynamic GMPLS networks,
knowledge of each individual wavelength's availability on each span is
unavailable during the routing phase due to scalability issues [140], and
the wavelength is hence only assigned during the signaling phase. The
standard GMPLS signaling procedure does not contain functions that
minimize the usage of wavelength converters during the signaling phase.
To improve the performance, an additional object called the Suggested
Vector [9,16] was introduced in the signalling message and compared to
the WC usage of the Label Set, which is standardized in the GMPLS
framework [87], but the scheme has not been compared to the results of
an oﬀ-line optimization for benchmarking. The concept for the bench-
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marking study is presented here, while the results have have been sub-
mitted to Networks 2008.
Benchmarking Study
In this study, the performance of routing and wavelength assignment us-
ing oﬀ-line optimization is compared to a dynamic distributed provision-
ing scenario in wavelength convertible networks. This is the ﬁrst time
that the SV scheme performance is compared to oﬀ-line optimization.
Furthermore, the concept of the SV is extended to cover bidirectional
connections.
Two cases are considered: in the ﬁrst case, the wavelength assignment
(WA) is considered. Unlimited WCs are available in all nodes, and we
compare the performance of the dynamic and oﬀ-line WA in terms of WC
usage over the same paths. The computational experiments reveal that
the number of converters could be signiﬁcantly reduced if reassignment
of wavelengths with an oﬀ-line algorithm would be possible.
In the second case, diﬀerent routes for the dynamic and oﬀ-line op-
timized cases are allowed as well. This time, the number of available
WCs per node is limited. In this case, we investigate if the optimized
approach allows to accommodate connections that were blocked in the
dynamic case, and how many WCs are used per provisioned connection
in average. Experiments not only show that, again, there is a signiﬁ-
cant diﬀerence in the number of provisioned connections, but also that
there seems to be a natural bound on the number of extra connections
that could be established, compared to the dynamic setting. That is,
the number of extra connections establishable if rerouting and reassign-
ment of wavelengths would be possible is limited, most likely to a bound
depending on the network topology and the demand distribution.
B.5.2 Summary of Benchmarking RWA Schemes
In this section, the concept of benchmarking routing and wavelength
assignment schemes for dynamically controlled optical networks was de-
scribed. Speciﬁcally, the performance of an advanced wavelength assign-
ment scheme called SV, which was developed with the aim of ranking
wavelengths (e.g., according to wavelength converter usage, as applied
here) was evaluated during dynamic connection provisioning. The SV
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scheme was compared to oﬀ-line routing and wavelength assignment for
benchmarking. Two case studies were performed: in the ﬁrst case, where
only the wavelength assignment diﬀers between the dynamic and the oﬀ-
line approach diﬀers, the wavelength converter usage is compared in a
network with unlimited converter pools. In the second case, where both
the routing and the wavelength assignment may be changed, the ability
to provision connections and the wavelength converter usage when the
wavelength conversion capability is severely limited was compared. Both
studies show that the oﬀ-line algorithm can save considerably on num-
ber of wavelength converters and increase the capacity of the network,
compared to the Suggested Vector scheme used for dynamic control.
Considering that the latter cannot make use of knowledge of future de-
mands, its performance is acceptable. The results of the study together
with details of the mathematical model are submitted to Networks 2008.
B.6 Appendix Summary
This appendix summarized the concepts behind four network provision-
ing studies. Section B.2 presented details on label preference schemes and
tie-breaking policies, which also were used in the restoration studies. Sec-
tion B.3.2 presented three converter placement heuristics for evaluation
under dynamic traﬃc. In section B.4, connection setup was extended to
cover bidirectional connections. Finally, the SV as benchmarked against
oﬀ-line RWA in section B.5.
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Contributions to Papers
My contributions to the papers used in the main part of this thesis are
outlined below:
[1] This work gives a comprehensive overview on how limitation in the
wavelength conversion capability aﬀects both the provisioning and
recovery phase in optical networks. I developed the framework of
the paper and the idea for the two case studies. Implementation of
the path restoration model was done together with Jakob Buron
(JBU), while Nicola Andriolli (NAN) contributed to the theoret-
ical sections of the SV. I generated the results and was the main
responsible for the paper. All authors gave feedback on the paper
and provided input and suggestions.
[11] I came up with the basic idea for the BR scheme, but it was
reﬁned into its current form in collaboration with JBU. We were
both involved in the modelling of this scheme and wrote sections
of the paper. JBU was responsible for preparing the poster for
the conference. All authors provided comments to the paper.
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[15] I presented the idea for the stub awareness study. JBU and I
developed a survivability model in OPNET based on the provi-
sioning model of NAN. I was the main responsible for the paper
and presented it at the conference. All authors provided sugges-
tions and feedback on the paper and presentation.
[5] This work is an extension of the [15]. I was the main responsible
for writing the paper, including result generation. Henrik Wessing
(HW) and JBU were mainly responsible for the section of applying
the SV in a multi-domain environment. I presented the paper
at the conference, and all authors contributed with suggestions,
comments and feedback to both the article and presentation.
[10] The idea of comparing stub release in a simple scheme to a more
complex scheme (SV) in local-to-egress restoration was proposed
by me. The concept was implemented in OPNET together with
JBU. I generated the results and was the main responsible for the
paper and presented it at the conference. All authors provided
suggestions and feedback on the paper and presentation.
[3] I came up with the nodal stub release idea and discussed the
concept with Lars Dittmann (LD). I implemented the nodal stub
release model in OPNET, generated the results and was the main
responsible for the paper. JBU and NAN gave feedback and com-
mented on the paper.
[19] This publication is an extension of the work commenced during my
master's thesis. I was responsible for the research work (theory,
modelling, writing of article and presentation), while LD and Lars
Ellegaard (LE) gave feedback and proofread the article.
[18] The idea of Shortcut Span Protection was developed jointly by
Thomas Stidsen (TS) and myself. I was responsible for explain-
ing the concept of SSP. TS was responsible for the mathematical
formulation, the LP modelling and the presentation of the work
at the conference.
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My contribution to papers whose concept is summarized in the appen-
dices is outlined below:
[12] This paper describes the OPNET model used throughout this the-
sis in more detail. All authors have contributed to the code de-
scribed in the paper. I was the main responsible of the paper, and
I designed ﬁgures and ﬂowcharts that illustrated the operation of
the developed simulation model. I also presented the paper at the
conference. All authors provided comments and feedback on the
paper and presentation.
[16] The main work of this paper was carried out by NAN during an
exchange visit at DTU-Fotonik. I provided feedback on the paper,
but was not involved in the modelling of the proposed SV concept.
[9] This paper is a generalization of the concept proposed in [16],
and NAN was the main responsible. I contributed to the paper
through discussion, suggestions and proofreading.
[21] The idea for the paper was developed jointly by JBU and myself.
JBU, HW and myself wrote sections of the paper. The results
were generated by JBU. All authors gave feedback on the paper.
[22] The idea of working with bidirectional lightpath provisioning the
GMPLS networks was initiated and discussed by NAN and myself.
NAN was the main responsible for the paper. The simulations
were carried out by Alessio Giorgetti. I contributed to the paper
with content suggestions, feedback and proofreading.
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[20] This work was carried out during a Cost 293 STSM at Warwick
University. I proposed the idea of the study, which consists of
combining ILP and OPNET modelling. Arie Koster was respon-
sible for the mathematical modelling. I was responsible for the
discrete event simulation in OPNET. I extended the simulator to
work with bidirectional connections, and wrote code that allows
the integration between OPNET and CPLEX modelling. For the
result generation and paper writing, we each contributed with our
area and gave feedback to the other parts.
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List of Acronyms
AI Aggregated Information
AIS Alarm Indication Signal
ASON Automatically Switched Optical Networks
BLSR Bidirectional Line Switched Ring
BR Blocking Reduction
DCM Distributed Connection Management
DCN Data Communications Network
DI Detailed Information
E-NNI External Network-to-Network Interface
GMPLS Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
I-NNI Internal Network-to-Network Interface
IP Internet Protocol
ITU International Telecommunications Union
JCA Joint Capacity Allocation
LMP Link Management Protocol
LP Linear Program
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LS Label Set
LSA Link State Advertisements
LSP Label Switched Path
MPLS Multi-Protocol Label Switching
NI No Information
NNI Network-to-Network Interface
NP No Preference
OEO Optical-Electro-Optical
OIF Optical Internet Forum
OSPF Open Shortest Path First
OXC Optical Cross-Connects
RDI Remote Defect Indication
ROADM Reconﬁgurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer
RSVP Resource ReserVation Protocol
RWA Routing and Wavelength Assignment
SCA Spare Capacity Allocation
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SL Suggested Label
SRLG Shared Risk Link Group
SSP Shortcut Span Protection
STM Synchronous Transport Module
SV Suggested Vector
TE Traﬃc Engineering
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UNI User-Network Interface
UL Upstream Label
UPSR Unidirectional Path Switched Ring
VC Virtual Circuit
WC Wavelength Converter
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing
WRON Wavelength-Routed Optical Network
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